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We Live in the Present 
By the Past, but 
for the. . . ~~%'E~t;;~~~~~§ 
Vol SNo.10 FI'U, Orlando, Florida December l, 1972 
" IT'S ABOUT TIME, it's about space, it's about the h\lm8D race is about tired .of standing in those 
the shape of the human race" .•. this female part of. interminable registration lil_les. (Photo by Ike Spinos) 
2 Liquor Bills 
To Be Vetoed 
Dr. Rex Brown, vice president of license and be responsible for the 
student affairs, plans to veto the sales. On many other Florida 
two Student Govern,ment bills campuses the faculty club on 
which would allow alcoholic campus has signed the license and 
beverages to be consumed on assumed the responsibility. While 
campus. Brown stated Wednesday. FTU has a Faculty Senate, it 
that he will send a formal letter to does not have an organization 
SG President Steve Adamick which parallels the faculty clubs on 
enumerating his reasons for the other campuses. 
veto, but declined to name them . Feelings in the SG Senate over 
before he writes the letter. . the matter are running high, if the 
"I am also going to suggest the large number of proposed bills 
formation of a committee to study which were suggested after Brown's 
the entire matter,'' Dr. Brown said, first veto are any gauge. Adamick 
"I feel we need some more serious said he cut the number back to the 
investigation before a decision can two he submitted to Brown, 
be made." (Co.ntinued on Page 8) 
If the two bills were signed by R • • c 
Brown. they wou1d pe~t either ZS zng OS ts 
possession and consumption, or sale 
of alcholic beverages on campus. • • 
Senate Bill 515 calls for permitting Limit Hours 
students of legal age to possess and . I ' 
consut.Pe beer aQd wine at the Lake 
Two Del,oy.·~ Mar. prn-Reg ~ B~re;~n :~ T:0:C
0~~ Of Cafeteria a ~ I . ~ university administration to seek 
and obtain a license for beer and By W~ber Ivy 
Reinstated advance registration Faculty Senate also approved registrar, said registration was wine sales by the start of the spring 
proceded with two interruptions, return of advance registration and expected to increase slightly over quarter and establish a place on 
once because of FTU's keying early in November, the Council of fall registration of 6,666. "We campus for its sale. 
operation, once because Deans voted to allow students to dovetail with most of the Brown received the legislation 
Gainesville's computer broke down "pre-register." community colleges in fall and Tuesday afternoon, but declined 
when it did not receive enough The Monday morning delay was now." The period between winter comment on the bills before 
power. But within a short. time. of FTlI's fault, according to Bernard and spring quarters ends , when Wednesday afternoon. Brown 
each delay advanced registra°:on Slessinger, consultant at computer community colleges are still in utilized his veto option over the 
was back on schedule, allowing services. Tuesday the Gainesville session, Chapman said, and Student Government earlier in 
atten?ing students to choose classes computer lost power, creating a registration usually does not November to stop the enactment of 
for wmt.er quarter. one-hour delay. Pre-registration had increac;e during that registration a similar bill, which would have 
Advance registration was been running about 20 minutes period. allowed beer and wine on campus 
brought back to FTU after a ahead of schedule before the Chapman said cost of advance by Christmas. 
one-quarter lapse when the Council breakdown, however .. and after the registration was double that of the Brown said that he vetoed the 
of Deans in June cancelled it for delay it took registration workers .cost of combining registration of first bill because the January 
fall quarter. One month later, the only about half an hour to return new and returning students. "The deadline was unrealistic. He also 
s u m m e r - session Student registration to its original schedule. question," he said, "is, 'is it worth said at that time that not enough 
Government discovered the The Gainesville computer was it?' " Chapman added, "Deadline long range thought had gone intb 
cancellation and spearheaded an working on limited power, but for application is December 1, and the drafting of the legislation. 
effort to reinstate the policy. Sle~inger said, "You'd never know until this is over, these applications One of the chief problems 
During this fall quarter, an SG it. We're the only ones using the lie fallow. You can't have the girls bothering administrators about bills 
r.eferendum concerning the computer right now." He added work this and answering the to allow sale of alcholic beverages 
reinstatement of the policy received that FTU had top priority until applications, too. It's a matter of on campus, is who the licensee will 
approval by 93 percent of the vote. advanced registration was complete. money." be. Under state law, a single person 
An ad hoc committee of the W. Dan Chapman, university . (Co.ntinued on Page 8) or group of persons must s~gn the 
Auxiliary Services Director 
James Eller announced several 
changes in the operation of the 
university cafeteria and snack bar at 
a November 20 meeting attended 
by Student Government and 
residence association 
representatives. Eller said rising 
costs of food and labor utilities 
made these changes nece~. 
During subsequent academic 
quarters~ the cafeteria will close on 
weekends. Resident students may 
then use their food cards to get 
sandwiches and a limited selection 
of .hot line items three tjmes a day 
from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. in the snack 
bar. 
Also food plans will operate on a 
10-week basis regardle~ of quarter 
length. This means that 15-meal 
plan residents will pay an additiona1 
$16.50 and 21-meal plan residents 
(Co_ntinued on Page 8) 
_ ... And He Said, 'Keep the 'Mas' in X-Mas' 
The Macy's Parade is over. Santa 
Clauses are sprouting up on every 
comer of America, and making 
entrances by every mode of 
transportation from sky diving to 
water skiing. 
What is 'tis is Christmas spirit. 
People caroling "Peace on earth, 
good will to men" as they breeze 
by the Salvation Army lady ringing 
her bell. A moment later, a 
somewhat more benevolent soul 
drops a quarter in the bucket and 
receives a "God bless you, sir:' for 
a reward. 
It's the season to be jolly, 
reminds the Jackson Five as they 
slaughter another beautiful part of 
Christmas on the radio. It won't be 
long before Bing Crosby abd Andy 
Williams will make this the very 
"specialest" of Christmases. 
And pretty soon, Bob Hope will 
take off for another "no man's" 
land and try to cheer a horde of 
young servicemen and women and 
reassure them that someone cares .• 
• at Christmas, anyway. 
Cities will adorn every 
streetlight, telephone pole and 
spare billboard with guady trinkets 
and artifacts of commercialization. 
Millions of wives will get a present 
they want more than anything else • 
.. football season comes to an end. 
Two little boys, one black, the 
other white, will argue over Santa• 
Claus' skin color, without ever 
thinking about the pigmentation of 
the Person for whom Christmas is 
named. 
In the North, it will snow, and 
people will ride sleds, build 
snowmen and lose control of their 
automobiles at least once a day. 
In the South, it will not snow, 
people will ride surfboards, build 
sand castles and lose control oJ 
By Shelby Strother 
their cars almost as often. 
At rru, rma1 exams will take 
some of the luster off the upcoming students can hardly sit still, 
Christmas season. Out-of-state anticipating ~'going home for the 
holidays." Local students will 
rejoice merely "being home for the 
holidays." 
1 
Rob Word will be as obnoxious 
~
s ever as he tells us for the fifth 
ear in a row about "White 
hristmas" and "Miracle on 34th 
Street/' the only movies to be 
found on TV during ·the fm;t three 
weeks of December. 
Our President will officially light 
.the White House Christmas tree. 
· Churches will actuaQy be fuU (sort 
of like cramming for a fmal). 
Yes, indeed, Christmas is what 
it's all about. But what is it all 
about? Is Christmas a time for 
people to celebrate the birth of 
~ 
to stop and reflect and make 
ce with themselves and their 
. e'f? . 
J'uUIJlrr £1ntnrtats 
Omega Statement '72 
WARNING: SENTIMENT BLATANT!. Y DISPLAYED HEREIN! 
This week heralds a last. (A last, as opposed to a first, is the last time 
something of a particular nature is going to be done.) The last is what 
this issue of the FuTUre with me working on it is. (If you followed 
that, you have earned the right to read the rest of this Swan Song.) 
The first, for those who keep such records, was on October 7, 1968. 
It was printed Oil grocery bags and appeared on campus the first day of 
classes. (At that time we had another catchy name, 'FTU???') A paper 
has been coming out every regular non-exam week of cla~ since. 
THIS ·PAPER is the 150th issue of the FTU newspaper. It also marks 
the end of a regime. The first issue of next quarter will be the first issue 
that one of the original five staff members has not overseen the 
operation. (Again, for those who have an interest in 'such matters, the 
original five students were Pat Johnson (now married), Steve Jones 
(graduated). Bruce Hamilton (transfered to another school), Linda 
Mettel (gr~duated and married) and John Gholdston (that's me!). 
The FuTUre, or at least the idea for same, was born as early as 
October of 1967, when the university was over a drug store in 
downtown Orlando, and there were more librarians on the staff than 
professors. The then Miss Mettel and I trotted up to visit the powers 
that were and the eventual outcome was the "mullet-wrapper" as Fred 
Clayton calls it, which you presently hold in your hands. . 
I have been waiting over four years to break every journalistic 
precedent I could think of, call myself "me" and you, \'you," and 
ramble on about such garbage. So, who am I to pass up an opportunity 
like this. "So this is my swan song, not funny or sad song, just here." 
As it was in the beginning, this is John the Good, good night. 
Security Praised 
The FTU security department-turned police department deserves 
commendation for the manner with which it handled the 'molestings' 
on campus. We feel discretion remained the key word with the 
department, an almost the entire 13-man force worked together to put 
an end to the problem as quickly as possible. 
Such matters as sexual offenses are delicate and need to be treated 
carefully. While th is is the first major arrest actually made by the 
department since they assumed arrest powers, the entire affair was 
tastefully handled and cleared up. 
We understand that a great deal of the plaudits go to an undercover 
man on the force, Jim Jordan, who worked dilligently with Captain 
John Smith to apprehend the suspect. We laud these hardworking men 
who protect our campus, guard our rights, stand in the rain to direct 
traffic and still smile. 
FuTUre .December 1, 1972 
Pop Nature Sez: 
1
garden -- planted, by the way, the UNapatheic individuals that 
immediately after that Ohio make up both of these Greek 
'Drain Pool-. tragedy. . (Co1ttinuedonPage 9) 
That comment, of course, was m -------------~ 
Editor: 
fun and it is hoped the man in the This pub Ii c ·document is 
glass house will not allow those promulgated at an annual gross cost 
words of jest to cloud his judgment of approximately $26,726 to 
of the merit and facts of the inform members e>f the university 
proposal. community of related news, 
This weary old scribe has oft 
played games with issues, but today 
this bony skull sees need for 
serious comment. 
We decry the pollution in the father nature. 
reflecting pond and scream for k • • 
answers. Many suggest costly Gree M1nor1ty 
filtering systems -- not, as they tell h 
us, a one-time expense, but Has No Apat y 
equipment that will continue to be Editor: 
costly in operation and 
maintenance. True, it will not be The student body of FTU has 
nearly as expensive as the man been said to be apathetic 
hours used periodically to clean concerning activities on campus. 
Lake Frances' scummy bottom. This may be true of the majority 
But , why not an answer that but certainly not in minority. The 
will solve another problem? From minority I am referring to is the 
time to time we hear complaints united groups on campus 
announcements and activities. Less 
an approximate annual revenue of 
$9,065, this document is circulated 
for an annual net cost to the state 
of approximately $17,660, or 8.5 
cents per copy. 
m,~a1~11mm=m=mm~:D'•~:·~··~•mmmmmtB•5mm~•B'm=ma:tm~,l~th~~~a~ceoo~~oo~~~~toasthe~~ 
for large gatherings, be they system. 
entertaining or educational. · The Greek organizations on A Matter 01 Opin.ion The other major universities in campus, each on its own initiative, J Florida,s system, by virtue of their went out· and collected money for 
yea.rs,. have established large the Mike Vaughn Fund (Mike, an 
aud1tonums. Too, they h.ave large FTU senior, recently received a 
outdoor 8:1eas. used for ~h1~gs such kidney transplant costing $60,000.) 
as the Umvers1ty of Flonda s Gator The Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity 
Growl. pooled its resources and manpower 
Managing Editor .. James E. Couch 
Editorial Assistant •. ·• Mary Anna 
Jackson 
Advertising Staff •.•...•. Steve 
Belding, V·ivian Hamilton, Olive 
Horning. 
Reporters ....... John Bridges, 
Fred Cay, Mike Crites, David 
Foster, Randy Harrison, Bill 
Hidden, Olive Horning, Weber By Gabriel Yanni 
A future job in one,s field of study is a valid compliment to one's 
accumulated knowledge, the years spent and the income invested to 
further computerize the mind. 
But the on-going trend of preferred demands for unspecialized 
degrees and unsophisticated skills, is a spit onto the old adage, "The 
more you know, the richer you'll get." 
With more graduates floating around while other warm bodies are 
taking their place, the availability of jobs is lessening and soon enough 
B.A.'s will be given in pumping gas and table serving. 
The College of Engineering, despite the heavy drawback in jobs, the 
scarcity of open space and land to fill with their fantasies and 
creativity, still puts out more engineers. Educators still come out 
holding on to their degrees, the expertise of which leaves room for 
debate, and they still go around seraching for jobs. Some end up in 
Australia or elsewhere, passing around what they have been fed, no 
matter the capability of the output compared to the input. But at least 
one day they end up warming the same seat, with the "tenure,' aureole 
glowing around their heads. 
They will still be there 40 years from now, skeletal ghosts of one 
mind's mistaken invention: tenure. They will still come to class holding 
on to the same notes, repeating the same words. Some, though, will 
evolve with the increasing knowledge and tenure will only be an added 
fact to their mastered teaching, while the rest will hold on to it only to 
insure their biweekly check. 
And we, ·the once self-proclaimed intellects, the leading future 
generation who drew ourselves into fields we thought worthwhile, will 
be still pumping gas and waiting on tables, simply because there are too 
many of us around. Somebody goofed somewhere and held back the 
income needed to create more jobs and did not have the guts to change 
the educational system and worry about quality rather than quantity. 
Do away with tenure and the aged cadavers so we can have a chance 
at licking fate and the other self-proclaimed intellects still pumping gas. 
_Now -- and t~is ~ in all to put on a marathon car wash 
~enousness -- ~ouldn t we simply fill which netted over $1,200. Earlier 
m the reflectmg pond and create a the Tyes Sorority spent Halloween 
plaza where not only could we ~old night trick-or-treating for Mike, and 
such events, but at any time their efforts netted $475 for the 
students would have a point, fund. 
central to classes, to meet and Ne it h er 0 n e 0 f th es e 
relax? organizations had to do what they 
Of course, we would have to did but because a fell ow Greek was 
pledge our undying efforts to Uncle in trouble each contributed time to 
Chuck with promise no Kent State help. ' 
would see the demise of his cactus Th_e campus should not forget 













"When we·re through changing- we're through!" Paul H. Dunn 
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The "FuTUre" is the weekly 
newspaper of Florida Technological 
University at Orlando, Florida. The 
FuTUre is published by President 
Charles N. Millican and written and 
edited by and for members of the 
university community. 
The editorial opinions expressed 
. are those of the staff and not 
necessarily those of the 
administration. 
The FuTUre reserves the right to 
· refuse to print any letters which are 
submitted. All letters must bear the 
i fu II name and address of the person 
or persons ·submitting them. Names 
will be withheld upon request 
Address all letters to: Editor, 
FuTUre, P.O. Box 25,000, Orlando, 
Florida 32816. 
Phone: 275-2606. 
Entered as third class matter at 
the Post Office at Orla_ndo, Florida. 
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Drop In Enrollment 
Prompts Budget Cuts 
An unexpected drop in be in the form of actual personnel, of university funds is actually 
enrollment figures this fall has left but will be positions as yet unfilled made in four installments during 
university finances high and dry or resignations. These positions will the year. 
and, according to J. P. Goree. vice be lost for the year." Student Government President 
president for business affairs, has Steve Adamick lamented the loss of 
Groups rece_iving student activity $ d b necessitated a 10 per cent 14,600, saying it woul e fees that have or will experience , across-the-board cut of budgets, as necessary to make 'small cuts include Student Government, . well as reduction in university allocations to clubs and pro1ects, 
1 student health service, Village perhaps not over $1 000 for each personne . , · 
Enrollment this fall of full time Center, intercollegiate athletics, Although it has not necessitated the 
equivalent students cam~ up 700 Fu TU re, Pegasus yearbook, cutting out of any program, we will 
short, considerably below the base intramurals, extramurals, student have to be extremely careful with 
upon which state allocations were handbook and university theatre. how we spend our money." 
made, Goree said. "We have asked each of these Adamick promised SG will still 
According to Dr. Bill Brown, groups to take a close look at their be able to supply students with a 
assistaqt vice president for student allocations and see where they full supply of entertainment 
affairs, this situation will could most afford cuts," Brown programming, "but may not be able 
necessitate a total university-wide said. "Some cuts have already been to do anything very glamorous. We 
monetary cut of approximately made according to the 10 per cent still have $16,000 to play with in 
$80,000. guideline we are using, others have this area" 
It will also require a cut of 24 not yet been accomplished, but Studies are now being completed 
faculty positions, eight career they must all be done by January in by the department of academic 
service positions and five positions time for the next allocation of affairs to revamp old enrollment 
within the general administration. funds." projections for the upcoming year. 
Goree explained, "The cuts will not Brown explained that allocation "If retained," said Brown, "these 
Cast· ~·,1·ng Complet·\ed ~~re~k;.~u1!uiro~: ~ ~~ef~!! 1position next year." 
No accurate projection for the For TV Production fallof1973~y·t··•il•ble. 
A cast and crew of 22 students 
have been chosen for the upcoming 
production of FTU's first television 
play, instructor Don Jackson 
announced this week. 
The play will be produced as 
partial fulfillment of requirements 
for RTV 491, a four-hour credit 
course to be headed by Jackson. 
"We had such good response to 
the tryouts we had last week," he 
said, "that all the positions have 
been filled, an~ we are no'Y ready 
to begin work during break and the 
first of next quarter." 
Students who have been cast in 
dramatic roles are Sara Daspin, 
Tom Gilliland, Vernon Cramer, 
Cheryl Caroncino and Peter Tew. 
Seventeen other students have been 
chosen to fill technical openings for .___,_iiiiii 
the prqduction. 
The play, "Till the End of STATE ENROLLMENT 
Tomorrow," written by 
communication major Harry Smith, 
will be a 30-minute video taped Official figures released by the 
production. Board of Regents recently show 
In addition to the production, 88,426 students enrolled statewide 
students enrolled in the class will be for fall of 1972. 
required to complete weekly 
evaluation papers, do selected This represents a gain of 10,014 
outside reading and write a final students, or 12.8 per cent, over 
paper describing their personal 1971. 
involvement in the play production. Of the increase, 7,122 _students, 
Funding for the project is or 71 per cent, are enrolled at the 
currently being sought through the University of North Florida and 
department of communication, but Florida International University, 
no final disposition of funds has both of which opened in 
been made. September. 
FTU Auto Parts 
Introduces The . 
Rent-A-Bay-Way 
NOW, 
A FIR.ST ·AT FTU AUTO PARTS 
We can custom bend auto taUpipes and exhaust pipes. to 
customize your car or for that hard to fit exhaust system. 
ENGINE TUNE•UP 
s 19.95 6 cylinder clo111estic cars 
.INCL DING SPARK PLUGS• 
POINTS•CO DENSER 
· 8 Cyliinder cars $2.00 Extra (Good 1'hru November 17) · 
14 Bays - Lifts - Full Modern Equipment 
For ·All Your Repairs 
Ma1or Broods Qf Pa1:ts & Lubricants At 
DISCOUNTS PRICES 
GOODYEAR TIRE DIST. 
TENNECO GASOLINE 
11815 E· COLONIAL DR· 277~7420 
Open Every Day 8 ain - 8 pm 
CORNER Of AL.AF A YA & SO 
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BEVY OF bathing beauty contestants for Miss Orlando title includes 
two F.I'U students. They are Sigrid Tidmore, far left, and Teresita 
Anthony, third from left (Photo by Robert Reidenbach) 
Unpolluted Water 
To Fill Lake Eolci 
After many months and many available, geographic locati1;m, and 
dollars, the 15-acre empty hole in the quality of water. 
downtown Orlando will finally "Most of the pollution in the 
again be filled today but now with . lake can be divided into three areas: 
sparkling clear, pollution-free organic, inorganic (pollution from 
water. nitrogen and phosphate), and 
The pumps are expected to pour bacteria," said Wainelista. 
in two million gallons of water per He continued, "After they 
day, finally finishing up the drained the entire lake, they then 
restoration of the polluted removed t}_le ooze from the bottom 
DR. WANIELISTA 
and put screens on the storm 
~
ewers, which will help in 
controlling the pollution for two or 
hree years · until the city has 
enough money to put in a good 
filtration system." 
He feels the project is successful, 
but "future pollution of the lake 
depends on the weather and 
temperature conditions, future 
growth in the downtown area, and 
how much damage visitors will do 
to the lake. 
'"In the future there shouldn't be. 
more than 20 ducks for the lake, 
but the amount there will not cause 
an extreme amount of pollution," 
said Wanielista 
The students spent over 2,100 
manhours and the faculty spent 
over 500 hours on the project. 
landmark of 'The City Beautiful.' "The structure of this university 
Last February the city contacted is to give public service to those 
Dr. Martin Wanielista and asked who need us. We have done other 
FTU to provide technical assistance projects .such as giving advice on the 
in the restoring of the lake. · solid waste landfill project, we 
Five other professors and seven helped study the pollution in the 
students joined Wanielista in Econlockhatchee River, and the 
defining a plan after the meeting. waste water treatment in Orlando ," 
Wanielista pointed out that this said Wanielista. 
GOSH! problem was recognized three years ago by Dr. Waldron McLellon, 
chairman of civil engineering and "No Bake Peanut Butter 
environmental sciences. " When Cookies" 
McLellon came here he brought the Makes 40 1 oz. cookies 
problem of the the polluted lake to 3 cups sugar, 1112 cups honey 
the attention of the Pollution Combine sugar and syrup in 
Control Department, but the city sauce pan set on hot flame and let 
did not have enough money 01 mixture slowly boil up once, 
technical assistance to take care of stirring all the time. Remove from 
the problem," commented heat. Add 1 box (9 oz) com ~akes 
Wanielista. and 3 lbs, 7 oz. peanut butter at 
Noting that there are 13 ways to room · temp. Mix well,. working 
develop a lake, Wanielista added, quickly. You can add 1. teaspoon 
"There are also many variables to vanilla or maple flavonng when 
consider before the actual work is adding peanut butter. Pour into 
undertaken. Such variables as: pans and press down, cut into 
·manpower. amount of money squares while still warm_ 
Page4 FuTUre 
... in your pocket, poncho or purse. It's the Brother 8-digit portable electronic calculator. A must for anybody in 
Math, Chem, Engineering, etc. (P.E. majors need not read on). Faster than a pencil and paper, more powerful than 
a slide rule (gives answers to 8 significant digits), able to leap tall problems in a matter of seconds. 
Adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides. Gives true credit balance, does mixed calculations, chain calcula-
tions ... all in milli-seconds and complete silence. All answers and entries appear in extra-large glowing elec-
tronic numerals. Constant key speeds up repetitious division & multiplication problems. Overflow & 
negative light. 
Plugs into standard AC outlet or take it to class- runs on rechargeable batteries (batteries and 
recharger included). Also included is a handy dandy carrying case. The whole thing measures a pocket-
able 4 Ye x6% x2Y2 -inches high. 
If you're interested, send us $99.50 plus $3.00 shipping and handling. Add $5.00 
sales tax for the folks downstate if you live in Illinois. Or use a credit card-pre-
ferably your own. 
1---------------·-·-1 Send me Brother Electronic Calculator(s) ( 106) @ . Clip coupon and mail in an envelope to: f :. 
I S99.50 each plus $3.00 shipping and handling. Illinois residents I '1 add $5.00 state sales tax. 17. • l"I~ · " rtmer1ca ..ai'eclmc. i ·• 
I 6H D SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER Box 6309, Chica.go Illinois 60680 1 ·:: Payable to America Direcl ~ 
I IHD 2HD 3HD ••D 5HD ••• , • . ~ 
'1 ~:::: ~~::~:,' .. ~::;:,, .~~~i. •;;:;· ::"" ""' ,,, -.7 0 '1 
Accounl Number Exp. Dale ~ 
Sign Here ·-----------------· 
December 1, 1972 
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i By John The Good, Resideiit Seer: i 
ifFor Friday, December 1 (24 ARIES: LEO: SAGITTARIUS: ! 
.ftsi,opping days left), 1972. That stacked mama you have Three weeks you have been Samu el Johnson in his::: 
it . been working all week on lining working on that dear in preface to his English Dictionary~ 
·t· IF YOU WERE BORN TODA_Y: a date up with is actually a statistics. Three weeks you have made the statemen~ every* 
You have all the personabty member of the Fl'U police been trying to rigure her journalist should include-& 
of a dry wet-mop. What you department in drag, to catch statistics. Finally she has broken somewhere in the course of ..J.t.. 
eed is someone to throw some more attackers. Just your luck. down, both in moral principle every newspaper or broadcast. ?j" 
*water on· you to loosen up a He,s busy tomorrow night and taste. Tonight, however, "When it shall be found that-& 
~ittle. anyway. when the going gets good, you much is omitted, let !t n~t b·e* 
k. · will find that she has been forgotten that much likewise IS-& 
'""t'i'AQUARIUS: wearing her gym socks in a very performed." It's a shame he's.s.t. 
{it According to Dorothy Parker, TAURUS: strangely uplifting place. (see dead now. We could sure use a::.I 
*'Men seldom make passes at I understand that you have Aquarius) What a letdown. man like that our staff. (He is?j" 
~iris who wear glasses." Take been afflicted-with the Curangus dead_, isn't he?) .;+ 
~hat to heart. It also includes Hecups, which usually only VIRGO: * 
-Ci"gym shoes strikes expectant frogs and A strange darkn~ seems to CAPRICORN: .s.t. 
+i: · lettuce salesmen. I know the be riding in the near future for Hold back nothing for the::.I ~SCES: cure, for sure. Grab the infected you. I seem to feel nothing but holidays. Let yourself go.~ 
~ "And hast thou slain the area with your left hand (unless, bad vibes, starting next Tuesday ·Dance! Laugh! Enjoy! But do it+} 
Wabberwock? of course, it is in the middle of and ending after grades come in moderation. I see severe heart.fl} 
}!: Come to my anns, my your back, in which case, get GEMINI: out. Don't go to finals. It's not trouble in the immediate fut?"!·* 
-~eamish boy! someone else to do the You handsome devil! You worth the grief for all the good I am unclear as to whether at IS.s.t. 
{it 'O frabjous day! Ciillooh! giabbing), and pour six drops of just have a way with the ladies it will do you. affain of the heart, or th~::.I 
{tteallay!' golf-ball juice on the spot. Then that can't be matched. They all heart's affairs. Either way, b~ 
k. He chortled in his joy.', hold breath until dead. flock around you like rats on LIBRA: . careful, but ... Dance, darn4* 
~ . Willard. You will see how Since we are quoting a lot you! . ~ ~ "'*'****'*'*'*'*'*'*'*'*'**'*'**'*'*'**'* popular you really are when this week anyway, allow me to + .,.. .,.. .,.. .,.. .,.. .,.. .,.. + ..., ..., · ~,.::;;;:;~;;;:;;~..;.:...:...;;....;;...;;...;;...-. .......... .__.._ __ ... _l[gthere are 15 (count 'em, 15) recall the words of Alexander "'T"'.,,....,,...~~~~....,.....,..,,.......,. 
paternity suits filed against you Pope, who, on some appointedly)} A . • DO YOU WANT TO RIDE A QUALITY BICYCLE? 
TUES.· SAT. 
10 a.m. - 7 p.m. 





this week. That's a new high for auspicious occasion, said, ."1* uct10 n 
you, isn't it? Don't you wish never knew any man in my bf'1-
you had been sober enough to who could not bear an?ther';.+ ' N s I ' 
enjoy it? misfortune perfectly like a.s.1. 0 a e 
· Christian." '"i'T 
· *CANCER: i+ The November Arts and 
* "Of shoes-and ships-and SCORPIO: *Crafts Fair sponsored by the 
{+sealing wax-Of cabbages-and I see switches and lumps 03+ Village Cent~r grossed about $600 
kings-And why the sea is boiling coal in store for you within thufor the artis~ and creators who 
USE OUR CHRISTMAS LAV-AWAY: h?t-a?,d whether pigs have month. '"i'T participated. 
I:> 1\ ~ JGE wmgs. · j} The fair was held Wednesday to ~r\.J \ *********************~Friday. Friday, fo~o~ng a 
~/Ol~KS S 
performance by a gmtarist, an R • "T' t auction was to be held to sell some USS za n .l OU r e of the dis?layed items. The auction 
• was held m one sense of the word; 
Dr. John Evans, a Russian that the humanities keep pace ~th however, no one participated 
SALES & SERVICE 1219 N. Orange Ave. history professor newly arrived at the technical aspects at F!U, he except the auctioneer. 
"Across From Lake Ivanhoe" Orlando 423-9972 FTU will be coordinating a commented. "I'm very satISfied to Dr. Ken Lawson, director of the 
~ii;iii~~~~~~~~;~;~~:;;;;i~~~~~~~~a~~"hmre~~~~~~.~~~~~~~ I The tour will last 22, 27 or 30 days, Yale University, his M.A. ~t The young director could not elicit 
M ED IC AL and include Moscow, Leningrad, Georgetown University and .hIS a reaction from the small crowd Kiev and possibly Donetsk. Ph.D. from North. Carolina despite his cheerful attitude. 
. "Students do not have to know University. He taught five years at When asked why the auction 
A Dy ICE Russian because the tour will be an Stetson before coming to FTU. failed, Lawson replied, "Everybody 
CONTACT: 
FLOR IDA FAMILY PLANNING 
(305) 251-3543 
historical program," Evans said, Evans cited President Nixon's thought the items were priced too 
adding that participants will receive visit to the Soviet Union as the high. The artists set the prices and . 
four hours credit and will be most unifying event since World we couldn't start the bidding any 
expected to do some work. The War II in relations between the U.S. lower." 
tour will be offered in conjunction R Debbie Wheatley, assistant 
and the U.S.S. d Sh ·d with FTU's summer quarter program director, agree . e S8l , 
program, and will cost each student "Not many of the other "The prices were too high. The fair 
approximately $1,100. presidents knew abo~t Russia .. 'I'.11~~ part has gone well but next year we 
Evans will be visiting the was Nixon's fifth tnp to Russia. will make it clear to artists that !~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~IU&&R~~~~ti~M~Evans~~~~~~~~~~th~~~oo~~~" 
1year. While teaching at Stetson established a great rapport between She said that the artists 
A NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION 
ENTE·RT AINMENT 
SUBSIDY PROGRAM 
FLORIDA STATE WOMETCO 
• •CKETS AVAILABLE II SG OFFICE 
VC Room 205 
University he directed three student the two countries. participating in the fair kept all the 
tripstotheSovietUnionduringthe Evans pointed out the money they received for sale of 
summers of 1970, '71 and '72. tr emend o us contrast of their goods. It was a non-profit 
Evans served as an adjunct at development between the U.S. and activity for the Village Center. 
FTU during '71 and '72. '"I hope the Soviet Union. A few people, whose 
~------------------------~invo~m~ w~ ~ ~ is 
THANK.S FOR 
LI.STEN ING 
640 1m BOX 25,640 OA LANOO FLORIOA PH: 275-2640 
WE'LL BE BACK 
NEXT QUARTER 
'---------------------------------
unknown, were overheard · 
commenting on the results. . 
One youth suggested that lack of 
publicity was in part responsible for 
the auction's poor response. 
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FTU's 'Call Girls' Sillooth. Operators 
Some people believe they can 
pick up a phone and actually talk 
to FTU. Amazing as it may sound, 
it is not unusual for someone to 
reason that a university is a place to 
call to find out the answers to some 
mighty irrelevant questions. 
If a person dails 275-9101 they 
_are not connected with the great 
body of knowledge the university 
represents, nor are they connected 
to the United States lnfonnation 
Agency. They also are not 
connected to a group of speechless 
buildings which symbolize FTU. 
They are connected to one of 
FTU's operators. An operator's 
function is to operate the 
. switchboard, give phone numbers 
and, in .some cases, transfer calls. 
However, an operator is more than 
that; an operator is something of an 
ambassador. 
.When one decides to travel the 
wires to the FTU complex, he or 
she is greeted by a cheery female 
voice which says, "Florida 
Technological University." 
FTU's operators, on the ayerage, 
handle over 800 calls a day. And 
almost without fail at least one 
caller has a profound question like, 
"What time does the show start at 
the Sports Stadium?" Or, "Would 
you look up and see if there is a 
light on in Dr. So-and-so's office?" 
That would be a good trick since 
FTU operators - Ruth Cannon, 
Norma Thompson, Kerlee 
Broussard and Eva Belle Rawls 
work in an office with no windows. 
Kerlee explained that they try to 
give as much inf onnation as they 
can, but it is not necessarily a part 
of their function. 
Norma cited an example where a 
schoolteacher called up and wanted 
to know how to spell a word. 
Norma looked this word up in her 
dictionary and gave the teacher the 
proper spelling . . The teacher 
thanked her and hung up. 
Ruth remembers when one caller 
said to her, "What is the weather 
out there like today? I thought I 
might come over and go 
swimming." 
Th e operators get inquiries 
about everything. Two types of 
calls are almost regular for the 
operators. They get calls concerning 
almost every rock-and-roll show at 
the Sports Stadium. Heaven knows 
why-this is one area where they 
simply do not have the 
information. The other frequently 
occurring call is in· regards to the 
body shop. (People get FTU 
confused with Mid-Florida Tech-the 
latter has an auto body shop.) Just 
a case of crossed wires-not in the 
circuits. 
By Mark Weintz 
When asked how they like their 
job, they all readily agreed they 
love it. 
Kerlee said, "It involves a lot of 
responsibility. You can't suggest 
who to call or even volunteer 
information. You can only give 
what is asked for." 
A year in the lives of our 
operators involves over a quarter of 
a million phone calls. All requests 
within reason are answered, and ... 
isn't it strange a schoolteacher 
needs assistance in spelling ... ? 
FTU Artists Display Paintings, Wares 
At Space Coast Art Festival On Beach 
Five students and one faculty 
member from FTU competed in the 
Space Coast Art Festival during the 
Thanksgiving holidays. The annual 
event was sponsored by the city of 
Cocoa Beach and lasted for three 
days, November 24, 25 and 26. 
Sue Leclaire, Alex Zielant, Dave 
Retherford, Steve Sims and Bruce 
Furino took personal initiative in 
traveling to the festival. Ceramics 
instructor Steve Jepson entered his 
work in the contest. Over $6,000 in 
awards were offered to 480 
professional artists in the categories 
of painting, watercolor, sculpture, 
graphics and drawings, ceramics, 
other crafts, and photography. 
The judges made their final 
rounds Saturday afternoon and 
their decisions were posted Sunday 
morning. Fumio's sculpture titled 
"Mouth'' was awarded second place 
and his creation "Horizonal Mass" 
won an incentive award. Sims' 
photograph "Organic Conflict" was 
included in the final round. Jepson 
finished third in ceramics. 
Charles Counts, a member of the 
Georgia Commission of the Arts; 
Edward Ross, chairman of the 
Painting Department of the Atlanta 
School of Art; and True K;elly, 
author, illustrator and 
photographer, presided· as judges 
for the festival. 
..................................................................................... FTU's group of students agreed 
REPORT 1mmEDIATELY TO STUDENT GOVERNffiENT 
Room 205 VIiiage Center 
Advertising Space Contn'buted For The Public Good 
that the judges should separate the 
fine arts from the arts and crafts in 
positioning the exhibits. 
"Mouth" was constructed at the 
art dome on campus and was 
composed of scraps of metal from 
junkyards; the metal was welded 
together. "There was no purpose 
meant," Furino said, "It's like all 
the work I do. It is purely an 
aesthetic experience, it takes shape 
I itself." 
S.G. Boo-k E change 
... 
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Three FTU communication 
majors attended the annual 
convention of Sigma Delta Chi 
professional journalistic society 
held Nov~mber 15-18 in Dallas, 
Tedas. The three students, Mary 
Anna Jackson, David Waterman and 
CarolWhitten, are members of the 
campus chapter of SDX. 
The FTU representatives said 
they were impressed by the 
convention and were given insights 
into the larger operation of Sigma 
Delta Chi. 
"It was especially interesting to 
meet with other campus delegates 
and to learn about the operation of 
their groups," said Miss Jackson. 
"The problems are very similar all 
over the country." 
Miss Whitten's comments were 
along the same lines. "It was a very 
encouraging thing to talk with the 
campus delegates and discover they 
have the same feelings about their 
work as I have. It gave me a very 
warm feeling of community, of 
'togetherness.' The speakers were 
interesting, especially the panel on 
freedom of information. I had not 
realized before the extent and 
gravity of the problem." 
Waterman, who is WFTU radio 
and television news director, taped 
several of the speakers for use in 
the radio station's "640 Report" 
last week. 
"The convention was inspiring 
from a · news point of view," 
Waterman commented. "There 
were the typical uninteresting 
moments, as there are at all 
conventions, but overall, it seemed 
to move rapidly through what I 
would consider valuable activities." 
Special guest speakers at the 
three-day convention included NBC 
newsman Garrick Utley, Associated 
Press special correspondent Peter 
Arnett, and columnists Jack 
Anderson and Erma Bambeck. 
Panel discussions were held on 
such topics as freedom of 
information and "How to get your 
first (media) job and keep it." 
For in{ormation about the 
campus chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, 
contact chapter president Mary 
Anna Jackson, 275-2606. SDX is 
open to all sophomore, .junior, 
senior and graduate communication 
majors. 




"It's a mini-business." Ted 
Rajchel, director of cooperative 
education, summed up Junior 
Achievement with those three 
words. 
The FTU Student Co-op 
Council, with the financial support 
of Student Government, is now in 
its second year of sponsoring a 
: Junior Achievement company, this 
year called JABEX. FTU is one of 
the few college in the nation to 
sponsor a J.A. company. 
According to Frank Simmons, 
Co-op coordinator, "JABEX is an 
actual corporation. It is chartered 
and everything. The students run 
the company." 
Rajchel, who is an advisor for 
JABEX, said, "J.A. is teen-agers 
involved in learning economics and 
FrU PRESIDENT Charles Millican purcnases 
stock from JABEX representative. JABEX is a Junior 
Achievement corporation jointly sponsored by 
Stud t Co •t Co- o· ct Ted R · h I d operating businesses." Simmons, 
en _unci . op ~ or . a.JC e an also an advisor, added, "J.A. helps 
JABEX off1~ers witness bmmess transaction. (Photo students understand the free 
courtesy of o-op) enterprise system." 
SWdenC~:eOPCoo()jj;;~ 'Experience' 
Rajchel continued, "The 
students (high school sophomores, 
juniors and seniors) will organize 
their corporation, each with adult 
advisors. These advisors provide the 
There's a wrinkle in high.er 
education being tried at FTU that 
offers area employers well-qualified 
student employes who have set 
their sights in the job world, while 
maintaining a firm grip on the 
cl~srooms. 
This quarter more than 40 
students are on the job in Central 
Florida businesses and industries 
through the combined efforts of 
the Cooperative Education office 
and employers who have expressed 
interest in the program. 
CO-OP places students in 
positions that relate directly to 
their major courses of study. The 
program, which is international in 
scope, began at FTU two years ago 
and is under the direction of T.P. 
"Ted" Rajchel. In its two years, 
hundreds of students have taken 
advantage of Co-Op, which operates 
in the personal schedule of the 
student. 
Under the program, a student 
usually attends classes for two 
quarters, then works full-time for a 
quarter. The cycle is repeated until 
graduation. On the other hand, 
By Ann Sperring 
some employers prefer to have the 
student employe attend school 
full-time and work part-time. 
As noted by Rajchel, the 
philosophy behind Co-op is simple. 
"It is a method toward solving the 
problem of how to obtain 
experience and education at the 
same time." It also provides 
employers with a stable, 
well-motivated workers who 
generally know where they are 
headed. 
RAJCHEL also is convinced that 
Co-op is the answer to the 
businessman's continuing challenge 
to find and retain good employes. 
"At FTU, we have a student body 
that is pretty mature," Rajchel said. 
"Our Co-op students are drawn 
from the top. We can send the 
employer a serious, responsible and 
mature worker. We work in every 
way possible to assure the employer 
that his needs will be met. 
benefits of their experience to the 
r teen-age executives who operate the 
program. Our Co-op students are companies. While advisors do not 
fantastic workers," he added. make decisions for the students, 
MART IN. MAR I ETTA of they do explain the factors involved 
Orlando employs Co-op students on in decisions. The advisors stay in 
a year-round schedule. A the background. · 
spokesman for the aeros~ace rmn ''These mini-businesses elect 
cited the FTU program as "a their own officers," Rajchel 
positive approach for students who explained "The students make up 
desire to coordinate their studies the board of directors, the working 
with practical experience. There are force and sales staff; they choose a 
many inherent benefits in the product, sell stock, keep books and 
program for the students and the share profits. These mini-businesses 
employer." Martin is interested are identical to corporations." 
primarily in engineering students, Simmons added the money left 
many of whom have joined the over from profitable companies wilJ 
company full-time after graduation. go into scholarship funds. 
At Sears, Roebuck, the Co-op 
program is considered in the same 
light. According to a spokesman 
there, it offers a much better 
employe "because the student 
wants to be here, and is motivated 




FTU's Black Student Union has 
presented eight families in the 
Orange-Seminole County area with 
gifts of canned food. The 
presentation capped an annual drive 
which began October 20 and ended 
at noon Thanksgiving Day. 
Computer Chapter Hears 
Lecture By Cdr. Hopper 
"We won't send out a student 
who we don't think is motivated," 
Rajchel added. "All we ask of the 
employer ~ that he pay the student 
on level comparable to his skills, 
and utilize him to the advantage of 
both student and employer." 
Jim Smoot, an FTU junior 
engineering student, is employed by 
Campbell, Foxworth and Pugh, 
Orlando consulting engineers. He 
praises Co-op for giving him a 
chance at practical application of 
what he learns in his courses on 
campus. His supervisor at work, in 
tum, indicated that Co-op "affords 
the employer an opportunity to 
develop an extension training 
Dan Conners, a senior at FTU, is 
gaining experience for his work in 
public relations by working in Sears 
customer service department. 
Conners said he enjoys working in 
an atmosphere "where the 
employer knows rm th~re t.o )earn, 
and tries to help me apply good 
busine8s practices." 
GOSH! 
BSD purchased some canned 
food with funds supplied by 
Student Government, and also took 
contributions from the college 
c6mmunity. President Charles N. 
Millican was among the first to 
contribute to the drive. 
BSD Vice President Ted Wilson 
expressed appreciation to all the 
unknown persons who helped out 
with their gifts of food, and added, 
"I would like to give special thanks 
to Earline. Hester, Daisy Billups and 
Josephine Anderson for their loyal 
assistance." 
Commander Grace Murray 
Hopper w~ introduced as the "first 
lady of data processing'' before her 
speech "to the FTU chapter of the 
Association for Computing 
Machinery recently. 
Commander Hopper is a 
professional lecturer at George 
Washington University in 
Washington, D.C., and is a member 
of the U.S. Naval Reserves. She has 
published over 50 papers and 
articles on programming. 
Cdr. Hopper explained that 
when the first computer came out, 
people did not provide for future 
developments of it as much as they 
should have. She stressed that 
students should consider the 
possibilities of the future of 
computers. "It was the most 
fantastic machine ever invented." 
The next five years will bring a 
shortage of designers and analysts, 
she predicted. "In all the fields you 
can think of we need more 
computer power," Cdr. Hopper 
declared. 
Cdr. Hopper keeps a clock in her 
office that runs counterclockwise 
to remind her crew that they do 
not have to work in the same 
pattern as it has always been done. 
"There is no reason why a clock 
must run clockwise." Innovative 
Walter Cronkite, Fe&§ 
Parker and former Secretary 
of Treasury John Connally 
were all membe:rs of the same 
Drama Club at the University 
of Texas. 
HEW Picks FTU For Program 
CDR. GRACE HOPPER 
The U.S. Department of Labor 
and the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare have chosen 
FTU to offer an 11-week intensive 
training program in occupational 
safety and health starting in 
January. 
The on-campus program will be 
part of the second phase of RETRO 
thought is one of her principles. (Regional Environmental Training 
Cdr. Hopper re_tired from the Organization) projects initiated last 
Navy Dec. 31, 1966. She was called year by FTU, Florida Institute of 
Technology and Brevard 
back to duty the following April to Community coqege to retrain 
solve a payroll problem and to former aerospace engineers and 
develop a routine to test scientists for new careers. 
computers. She said she felt that 
the most rewarding aspect of her J?r. Ro_bert D. Kernten, dean of 
career which has included the engrneermg, announced the 
DPMA Computer Sciences Man of program that will involve courses in 
the Year Award, the Harry Goode eng_i~eer.ing safety, safety 
Memorial Award and others is "the adm.m1stration, occupational health 
privilege and responsibiiity of and safety information systems. It 
wearing this uniform." will retrain carefully selected 
engineer and science graduates for 
employment as occupational safety 
and health officers, or engineers in 
a variety of organizations, including 
manufacturing firms, regulatory 
agencies, construction firms and 
insurance companies. 
Positions available in these 
organizations include that of safety 
engineer, safety inspector, safety 
officer and safety director; all of 
which require background and 
training in accident prevention, 
mechanical · and chemical safety, 
occupational health and safety 
organization. 
Dr. George Schrader, chairman 
of the department of industrial 
engineering and management 
systems, who will administer the· 
retraining program, said that the 
need for training in occupational 
safety and liealth was fostered by 
the Occupational Safety and Health 
Act passed by Congresss in . 1970. 
The purpose of this act was to 
reduce the number and severity of 
work-related injuries and illnesses 
which, despite current efforts of 
employers and governmen~, are 
resulting in ev~r-increasing human 
misery and economic loss. 
According to recent reports, 
approximately 14,500 persons are 
killed annually in industrial 
accidents. By the lowest count, 2.2 
million persons are disabled on the 
job each year, resulting in the loss 
of 250 million man-days of work, 
which exceeds the loss through 
strikes. Over $1.5 billion is wasted 
in lost wages, and the annual loss to 
the gross national product is 
estimated to be over $8 million. 
The FTU program will start 
January 2 and continue through 
March 15. 
FuTUre December 1, 1972 
Pike Chapters Get Approval 
For National Charters Persona' 
more information-phone Sharon 
Wilson 859-1995. 
:..:....-----..:=-------....:;....;;;.;.. ________ -t 
FREE L.S.A.T. PREP. COURSE in 
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternities of 
FTU and Valencia Community 
College had inspection of their twin 
colonies on Robinson Street last 
week. Pike national officers came 
to inspect their financial position, 
membership and chapter 
organization to see if the chapters 
were qualified for charters. 
The chapters are to be chartered 
during the first week of February, 
said Charlie Patton, FTU Pike 
president. 
"The installation in February 
will be held at FTU presided over 
by Gerome Reel, vice president of 
the Southeastern States region 4 of 
Pike fraternity, and Tom Wilkinson, 
director of expansion at the Pike 
national headquarters in Memphis, 
Tenn.,,, said Walter Eichhorn, 
secretary-treasurer of the FTU 
chapter of Pike. 
Wilkinson and representatives of 
Pike chapters from Florida Institute R A N D Y A n d L 0 R R I E , 
d Congratulations and best wishes for of 1:echnology, Melbouln:e, ~n · the future. Hope Portugal is nice in 
exchange for promoting L.S.A.T. 
program. Call collect 1-651-3880 
(Miami). 
Flonda Southern Umversity, December. Happy Wedding! VMH Typing in my home. Experienced in Lakeland, were among those who 
inspected the Orlando chapters. P t ( 
· ) d all types . of college papers, and 
The FuTUre is as. memonesb an resumes. 50 cents double-spaced 
Present (friends). Thanks for oth. page. More info. Call Mrs. Hubley 
Carol. 859-2929. 
Home free! Thank you to MAJ, 
RMS, Aunt Bessie and Uncle WQ ft f·ed 
Jimmy, Cleta, Athene and Mommy i-..:;~-==-=----------..:.....::..:;..;; __ 
and Daddy for your helping me 
make it. Love and peace, DBW. 
Dec. 1, 1972 -------------
FTU, BCC To Expand 
'Education To The People' 
Eichhorn added, "Assisting in 
the chartering ceremony will be 
Pike chapters from Stetson, FIT 
and Florida Southern plus Dr. Neal 
Powell, who is President of the 
Orlando Alumni Association of 
Pike." Eichhorn is to be the 
coordinator of the ceremony. Nan a, T-Day and Anne were just delightful! Wish you had been 
.---------------.there. Say "Hey" to Bird, hope to 
UOr see you both soon. Love, your country bumpkin. · 
from Page 1) 
------------~Margaret ... Surprise!! I didn't 
forget you after all. Happy 4th. I 
hope we make it to tomorrow. I 
love you, little girl. You are 
beautiful and kind Of smart too!! 
Sincerely, your lover, Tom. · 
Male student needs ride to New 
York City, preferably on the 
weekend of the 8th, 9th or 10th of 
Dec. If you plan to leave for NYC 
or vicinity at that time, please leave 
message for Rick at 273-6266 as 
soon as possible. Will share 
expenses. Thank you. 
Roommates needed! Duplex 
directly across campus-2 bedroom, 
2 bath, air, carpet, $62.50 mo plus 
I ights and phone. Call Angie 
277-6691 before 10 a.m. or after 9 
a.m. 
An expansion of the "education 
to the people', programs that have 
existed for the past several years on 
the campus of Brevard Community 
College through course offerings by 
Florida Technological University 
was recently jointly announced by 
the presidents of the two Central 
Florida institutions. 
Under· the system, students 
enrolled at either FTU or BCC may 
take courses offered by the other. 
Faculty from FTU and BCC may 
also interchange in the classroom, 
by teaching courses from the 
other's curriculum. 
Part of the expansion plan also 
includes the fact that BCC students 
will be able to enroll in FTU 
upper-level (junior/senior) courses 
if qualified, while those already 
attending FTU classes may 
simultaneously enroll in BCC 
courses. 
Jackson said, "We will check however, and held back continued 
around the area to see where the debate on the matter in the senate 
interest lies." of another week. Adamick said that 
Jackson said it is hoped the the consensus of the senators seems 
extended program will be in to be that Brown will vet.a any bill 
operation by winter quarter. Right calling for allowing liquor on 
now, a few problems are being campus. Brown, however, denied 
Happy late birthdays, Ike and 
Micky. MAJ help wan.fed. 
ironed out. Jackson said, "Ther is a such allegations, saying that he was FREE L.S.A.T. PREP. COURSE in 
problem with the fee structure. We interested in thoroughly researching exchange for promoting L.S.A.T. 
can either have the student paying the matter before any action, which program. Call collect 1-651-3880 ~:C~;n~es·~·!·P~~~~ti~~~~~~.i-~ 
fees at both places, or just at the could not easily be undone, was ...;.(M_ia_m_i..:..). ___ __,.-----------tProgram. Call collect 1-651-3880 
place he is enrolled" . taken. partings (Miami). 
Jackson added, "There is also an Adamick, however, said he feels -------
't uld b t f It Stud t Laborers, Drivers, Warehouse application problem; and that 1 wo e was e u 0 use en Miss you much, Carol, Beth and workers! Immediate temporary jobs 
problem is how to get the student Government personnel time to John-Lots of luck-Come up and (daily cash bonuses) Open 6 a.m. 
on the books where he is not draft the final details of the see us sometime. MAJ OLSTEN 1215 N. Mills 843-1661. 
enrolled." Adjustments must also iinplemention until it was known if John, C.arol, Beth: Thanks for all 
be made because BCC is on a the administration would approve the patience, cooperation and 
modified quarter system, so FTU the bill. smiles. Good luck to three special 
and BCC do not always begin and -------------.. people. Xan 
end quarters at the same time. Pre-regisfraflo carol-the-co_p_y_a_t_t_h_e_S_la-nt. will be 
A similar arrangement with (Continued from Page l) tame by comparison. Beth-take care 
other community colleges in the '------------~~ of your "baby girl" and I hope you 
FTU can gall op to your dream. commuting area is also under Difficulties with keying and John-dear friend, there will be a 
consideration. Evaluation of the computers that sometimes cause an small hole left in my life with your 
Brevard program will determine to hour of delay and the double cost leaving ... think of me with songs 
what exte.nt other programs are Chapman said FTU must pay for of laughter. Sharon-I'm glad at least 
one of "my kids" is staying. 
developed. the early registration did not Welcome home. Love to all, Susie. 
$ $ NEED HOLIDAY CASH $ $ 
Part-time job with flexible hrs, earn 
up to $4 per hr., need be 
personable & have car. Call 
896-0126 12-3 p.m. Fri, Mon, & 
Tues. 
Part-time or full-time delivery boy! 
From 4 p.m. to midnight. Call 
671-6177, it's CRUSTY'S PIZZA. 
Need student to drive two 
handicapped senior citizens around 
Orlando during Christmas break. 
Salary to be discussed. Call In addition to the new program, diminish students' enthusiasm for 
F.TU also offers Continuing the program's return. While one 
Education courses at Cocoa High student is reported to say, "I don't 
School in Brevard as well as know why they reinstated 
programs in Osceola, Orange, pre-registration; I have a million 
Volusia, Seminole and Lake other things I could be doing." 
John, Carol, Sharon and Beth; It's 645-261_1_· _____ _ 
counties. Most of these courses are Most expressed happiness. 
geared for schoolteachers who "In spite of the delays I'm glad 
about time you got out. Whoever Part-time help . wanted-sales & 
heard of spending 37 years in general maintenance work. 
college? Best of luck. Father Preferred hours Tues., Wed., & 
Nature. Thurs., from 12 noon - 8 p.m. 
AQUARIUM LIFE 2335 Aloma 
Ave. Apply between 10 a.m. to 6 
p.m. Dec. 2. 
require additional credits for they had it-I'd much rather go for rent 
certification or for personal through that than the other 
John, Beth and Carol: Words can't 
convey the debt FTU owes you for 
your labors. I, too, . am greatly 
indebted. Good luck, JC 
enrichment. registration ," one senior woman John, Carol, Beth-you think this 1-----------------
was rough? Wait till you have to go Immediate opening in FTU Hylands 
iiilijiiifiMiii!iiiiiMiiMMiiiiilillll•l!BiB!iiiE~said. A sophomore man put it more to work! (Better you than me!) or two male roommates $ 60 a 
simply, "It sure beats the hell out HAS month plus utilities. ·12190 
A prime attraction of the new 
program will be the possibility that 
students enrolled in FTU courses at 
BCC will be able to complete all 
requirements for a baccalaureate 
degree and never travel to the main 
FTU campus. The possibility would 
exist only for certain students, 
depending on their major field of 
study. Thus far, these majors would 
include only education, business 
administration and general studies. 
Dr. Leland Jackson, vice president 
of academic affairs, said this part of 
the program will also expand. 
ses Which First Meet 
·ng the Week at 
7 a.m. Monday 
8 a.m. Monday 
9 a.m. Monday 
0 a.m. Monday 
1 a.m. Monday 
2 noon Monday 
1 p.m. Monday 
2 p.m. Monday 
a· p.m. Monday 
4 p.m. Monday 
5 p.m. Monday 
6 p.m. Monday 
7 p.m. Monday 
7 a.m. Tuesday 
8 a.m. Tuesday 
9 a.m. Tuesday 
0 a.m. Tuesday 
2 noon Tuesday 
1 p.m. Tuesday 
2 p.m. Tuesday 
3 p.m. Tuesday 
4 p.m. Tuesday 
5 p.m. Tuesday 
6 p.m. Tuesday 
7 p.m. Tuesday 
Fall Quarter, 1972 
December 5-8 
Final Examination Period 
7- 8:45 a.m.; Tues., Dec. 5 
7- 8:45 a.m., Thurs., Dec. 7 
9-10:45 a.m., Wed., Dec. 6, 
9-10:45 ·a.m., Fri., Dec. 8 
11-12:45 p.m., Tues., Dec. 5 
11-12:45 p.m., Fri., Dec. 8 
1- ·2:45 p.m., Wed., Dec. 6 
1- 2:45 p.m., Fri., Dec. 8 
3- 4:45 p.m., Tues., Dec. 5 
3- 4:45 p.m., Thurs., Dec. 7 
5- 6:45 p.m., Wed., Dec. 6 
5- 6:45 p.m., Fri., Dec. 8 
7- 8:45 p.m., Tues., Dec. 5 
7- 8:45 a.m., Wed., Dec. 6 
7- 8:45 am., Fri., Dec. 8 
9-10:45 a.m., Tues., Dec. 5 
9-10:45 a.m., Thurs., Dec. 7 
11-12:45 p.ril., Wed., Dec. 6 
1- 2:45 p.m., Tues., Dec. 5 
1- 2:45 p.m., Thurs., Dec. 7 
3- 4:45 p.m., Wed., Dec. 6 
3- 4:45 p.m., Fri., Dec. 8 
5- 6:45 p.m., Tues., Dec. 5 
. 5- 6:45 p.m., Thurs., Dec. 7 
7- 8:45 p.m., Wed., Dec. 6 
o..,f_re_gu_Ia_r_r_e_gis_· _tra_ti_o_n_!'-'-----. Mr. Good-Extreme good tidings Descartes Ct. Apt 2, or see Dave in 
and great joy. . . thou hast 12172 Descartes Apt. 4. · 
Cafeteria finished!!! Evil. Immediate opening in FTU Hylands 
(Continued from Pap 1) or female roommate $60 a month 
'-------"--------~Carol & Beth-Much Good Luck; we lus utilities 12172 Descartes ct. 
gon miss y'all!! Bivey pt. 2 or call 277-7525. 
will pay an additional $17 .50 for 
each week of classes beyond the 
tenth. 
During summer quarters, the 
cafeteria will remain closed, and an 
optional 15-meal plan will be 
provided for summer residents 
anting to use the snack bar. 
Eller reminded students that 
after Monday, the cafeteria and 
snack bar will serve food on a cash 
asis until the end of final exams 
eek. During the Christmas 
olidays and all future authorized 
niversity holidays, food services 
ill shut down completely. 
Also discussed at the meeting 
ere the proposed adoption of a 
odified self-service arrangement 
Miss Marek-Bye & Hello, Congrats. 
Bivey. 
C. U. Later C., B., & J. C. U. on 
some other day. What may come 
and some will say is xactly what U 
dzerve in hay. Snay. ••Hamburger 
S pacekeddette.'' 
Beth, Carol and John-Have fun and 
good luck, Mark Z. 
Good luck always to John, Carol 
and Beth; may all your dreams 
become realities. Mark W. 
John, Sharon and Carol . . 
.Congratulations ... You've all beat 
the system and you now possess a 
sheepskin which entitles you to a 
free FuTUre for a future ... good 
luck always. Hank (Henry P.) 
RIDGEWOOD VILLAGE - New 2 
bdroom, d~plex apts in quiet, 
ooded setting. Fully shag carpeted 
ith central heat & air cond. 
ppliances, draperies, furnished. 
Laundry in backyard area. 4 mi N. 
of FTU entrance at Mitchell 
Hammock Rd. in Oviedo. $160 per 
mo on 6 mo lease. Tel. 365-3721. 
Moving to Gainesville in Jan.? MS. 
needed to share townhouse apt in 
in City-$48. 75 mo & 1/4 utilities. 
Pool, Rec. room, study room. 10 
min to classes. Laundry facil. Call 
855-8282. 
Furnished room · for rent after Jan 
15, new· home, central heat. Near 
Lee Rd. & 1-4. Married students or 
ingle girl. $15 per week. Call after 
Dec. 6. 645-2611. 
or the cafeteria during breakfast Carol, Beth & John: They say you · i------------------
d supper, and the possibility of will be missed, maybe yes, maybe 
sing residence association funds to not. .. all will depend on how long for sale 
· di h" it will take to fill your place but 1----------------uy an ice ven ng mac me on you will be missed!Goodluck in the 
mpus. "jungle" .. you will make it, bit! FM 8-track car player-2 speakers & 
Th tud t t t . aJ G 2 tapes-$99.50. ACTION MUSIC e s en represen a ives so abe 1039 N. Orange 423_381 0 after 2 
ired their thoughts on the quality p w d Th F · & s t Best of luck to Beth, John and .m. e ·• urs., n. a · 
1. COMPREHENSIVE FINAL EXAMINATIONS MUST B f meals on weekends. Eller made c 1 t · t t 
o immediate decisions on these · aro as you go ou in ° he big Moving to a new location. Sale now 
SCHEDULED DURING THE FINAL EXAMINATION WEEK A world! Olive n!! ACTION MUSIC 1039 N. THE TIMES INDICATED ABOVE. ANY VARIANCE FROM THIS ubjects, but promised to consider 
h t t . ' · h Carol, Beth and John: Good luck to range Ave. SCHEDULE MUST BE APPROVED BY THE DEAN OF THE e represen a ives wis es. you all and may the future bring -------
COLLEGE AND REPORTED TO TilE OFFICE OF ACADEMirti.tf------------~ only the best to you! Pete Wilcox M/FM 8-track home unit with 
AFFAIRS. Christmas Stor iant floor spkrs $225-ACTION 
Beth, carol & John-Daisies of MUSIC 1039 N. Orange 423-3810 
d . 1 (Continued from Page 1) sunshine for you with days of good after 2 p.m. Wed, Thurs, Fri, & Sat. 2 . .Af»istant Deans of those colleges desiring to sche ule mult1p 
section examinations must contact the Office of Academic Affai "TJ------------- times, smiles and much happiness! uitar ampfifier-reverb, tremelo, 
( Or is it a time to buy presents Sharon, glad you're staying for xcellent cond., $80. Call ext. 253.1) to coordinate scheduling. Most multiple sectio awhile & congrats! Di. 71-8618_ examinations will be scheduled on Monday afternoon, December 4 d decorate trees and make candy --.....-----
3. Clas.5es which meet for the ill'St time during the week on Wednesday 
Thursday, or Friday should schedule day or evening examinatio 
duiiitg tlW'fferiod December 5-8 at the discretion of the instru r 
consult.ation with all members of the ~ 
d sing carols and have parties and 
ggnog and candy canes? 
Yes. 
Hope' everyone spends 1W equal 
mount of time doing both and 
Fffl~ ,fr" " •• I 
Services ole lamp and art prints Call ------------r-75-4504 or come to Dorm Room 
180A. 
Typing in my home. Experienced, 
~~~s~ and accurate. 50 cents per 1966 CORVArn excel eht .motor, 
aoable-space page. Any type of 00d tireS. ttadi .$295.0~~all 
theme, report, term paper: etc, For _ 6'8-4249.a~r!P,~J) l+IJ'l-.. :
1 1 I 
December 1, 1972 
Intercepted Mail 
Has Good Style 
Dear Mother and Dad: 
It has been three months since I 
left for college. I have been bad 
about writing and I am very sorry 
for my thoughtlessness. I will bring 
you up to date now, but before you 
read on, please sit down. 
I am getting along pretty well 
this time. The skull fracture and the 
concussion I got when I jumped out 
of the window of my dormitory 
room when it caught fire . are pretty 
well healed now. I only spent two 
weeks in the hospital, and can see 
alm0st normally now, and only get 
those sick headaches once a day. 
Fortunately, the fire and my 






Early Retirement Memo 
The following "memorandum" came to t:he FuTUre office last week 
in response to a memo sent November 17 on adjustment of position 
allocations. The November 17 memorandum, which was sent to all 
university personnel stated that due to an unanticipated enrollment 
1shortage, a cutback in a/location of positions was nece~itated. 
The November 17 memo stated, "Although final calculations must 
still be made, the reduction in positions will be approximately 24 
faculty positions, 8 career service positions within instruction and 
research and 5 positions within general administration. It continued, 
.u ••• all existing unfilled faculty, career service and A&P positions are 
frozen and any filled positions which become vacant are to revert to the 
respective Vice President's office." 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: All Personnel 
FROM: Director of Personnel Services 
SUBJECT: Early Retirement Program 
As a result of the leveling off in enrollment and new budget 
restrictions from Tallahassee, thi~ office has been directed to take 'steps 
to reduce the overall level of employment. A Reduction in Staff Plan 
has been developed which appears to be the most equitable under the 
circumstances. 
Under the plan, older employees will be placed on early retirement, 
thus permitting the retention of those employees who represent the 
future of the University. 
attendant at the gas station near 
our dorm, and he called the fire 
department and the ambulance. He 
visited me in the hospital, and since 
I had nowhere to live because of 
the burned-out dormitory, he was 
kind enough to share his apartment 
with me. It's really a basement rooin 
but it's kind of cute! He is really a. 
~ce~~and~h~~~in~~s~~~~=~~~=~~~~~=~~~~~~==~~~ 
Therefore, a program to phase out older personnel by the end of the 
current fiscal year via early retirement will be placed into effect 
immediately. The program shall be known as RAPE (Retire Aged 
Personnel Early). 
and plan to be married sometime 
soon. We haven't set the exact date, 
but it will be before the pregnancy 
shows. 
Yes, Mother and Dad, I am 
pregnant! I know how much you 
both are looking forward to being 
grandparents, and I know you will 
welcome the baby and give it the 
same love and devotion you gave 
me when I was a child! 
The reason for our marriage 
delay is that my boyfriend has 
some minor infection which 
prevents us from our blood tests, 
and I carelessly caught it from him. 
This will soon clear up with the 
penicillin injections I am taking 
daily, so don't give it a second 
thought. We don't! I know you will 
welcome him into our family with 
open arms! He is kind, and 
although he is not educated, he is 
ambitious and has lots of energy. 
Although he is of a different 
race and religion from ours, I know 
your oft-expressed tolerance will 
not permit you to be bothered by 
the fact that his skin color is 
somewhat darker than ours. I am 
sure you will learn to love him, as I 
do. His family background is good 
too, for I am told that his father is 
an important gun-bearer in the 
village in South Africa from which 
he comes, and he can teach you 
many new things. 
Now, Mother and Dad, that I 
have brought you up to date on 
things around here. . . I want to 
assure you that . there was no 
dormitory fire, I did not have a 
concussion or a skull fracture, I was 
not in the hospital, I am not 
pregnant and I am not· engaged. I 
do not have any disease, and there 
is no racial conflict in my life; 
however, I am getting a D in 
history, and F in science, and I just 
wanted you to see these marks in 
their proper perspective. 
Your Loving Daughter 
Health Forms Cause Headaches 
Editor: 
Employees who are raped may be given an opportunity to seek 
who may be faced with the same lower level jobs within the University, provided that while they are 
notice--now, or in three years, for being raped, they request a review of their employment status before 
The things that happep at this the freshmen-not to panic. Just actual retirement takes place. This phase of the operation is called 
university are sometimes too check with the Health Center folks SCREW (Survey of Capabilities of Retired Early Workers). 
ridiculous to helieve. Last week I and see where the error is. More All employees who have been RAPED and SCREWED may then 
received a notice from the Health than likely the situation can be apply for a final review. This will be called SHAFT (Study of Higher 
Center that, after three years of remedied without too much hassle. Authority Following Termination). · · 
enrollment, my medical records The program policy dictates that employees may be Raped once and 
were either "missing or M.A.J. Screwed twice but may get the S~aft as many times as the University 
incomplete/' and until I remedied .-.------------ . deems appropriate. 
theprob~mlwooW~unab~to letter ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-· 
.___1con-tinu-edfe-oml'i-age_2> .--al And It Came To Pass enroll in any more courses. My first reaction was extremely 
negative and uncomplimentary. My 
second reaction was disbelief that I 
could have been going to school 
this ·1ong and the Health Center still 
be unaware of my existence, 
especially since they are supposed 
to have medical records on all 
students before the students are 
organization, for what they have · 
done. I know Mike won't! 
Thank you, 
John V oelpel 
Mike Vaughn Fund 
Apathy To End 
admitted. 
Icheckedwith the Health Center With New Ideas 
personnel, who were just as baffled Ed·t . 
as I until they realized that since I 1 or. 
was a relatively long-time student, As m?~e and more students fr~m 
my health d _ h. h h Id other e1t1es, states and countnes recor s-w ic sou b . tt d. FTU th· 
have been in their possession--were egm a e.n mg •. is 
most likely still in the registrar's commuter onen~ed school will have 
files. They checked and, sure to change. It will have to adapt to 
enough, the files were there. fit the need~ of ~hose who have 
Be
. g 1. d th t trekked to thIS oasIS of sour grapes m so re 1eve a my "th . . f ilk d h 
records were found and not lost in WI VlSIOns 0 m an . oney. 
the vast recesses of red ta e or Already? there. are stgns that a 
. . P change 1s be mg made by 
incompetence that occasionally 0 1 d tud ts h plague various campus departments, non- . r a~ 0 s en . ":' 0 are 
has taken something out of the banding together, getting mvolved. 
great ire I experienced when I first As the quarters go by and new 
received the Health Center's notice. students from out of town infiltrate 
Also, the politeness of the Health this university, new ideas will 
Center personnel and the fact that appear to replace the weak raps and 
this is not the first time this bad vibrations of the Orlandoans. 
situation has happened to them, These new ideas will cross-fertiJi~e 
were mitigating factors in the the campus and sprout social 
overall tone of this letter. activity and student involvement. 
Instead of blasting the "H" out Apathy will dwindle as the 
of the Health Center, which had Orlandoans see the how's and why's 
been my original intent when I of a campus full of life and new 
received the notice, I would now thoughts. 
just like to warn any other students Bill McGrath 
And it came to pass. 
Faly in the morning toward the last day of the quarter, 
There arose a great multitude smiting the books and wailing. 
And there wu much weeping and gnashing of teeth 
For the day of judgment was at hand. 
And they were sore afraid, for they had left undone 
Those things which they ought to have done. 
And they bad done 
'lbose things which they ought not to have done 
And there was-no help for it. 
And there w~re niany abiding in the dorm 
Who had kept watch over their books by night, 
But it availed them naught. 
But some were who rose peacefully, 
For they had prepared themselves the way 
And made straight paths of knowledge. 
And these were known u 
Wise bumers of the midnight oil. 
And to others they were known as "curve raisers." 
And the multitude arose 
And ate.a hearty breakfast. 
And they came unto the appointed place 
And their hearts were heavy within them. 
And they had come to pass, 
But some to pass out. 
And some of them 
•; 
'Liquor' Discussion Subject 
Repented of their riotous living and bemoaned their fate, 
But they had not a prayer. 
And at the last hour there came among them . 
One known as the instructor, and they feared exceedingly. 
He wu the diabolical smile, Vice President for · Student 
Affairs W. Rex Brown recently 
vetoed a Student Government bill 
that would have provided for the 
sale of beer and wine on campus. 
A FUTURE staff member 
recently interviewed students 
around campus and asked their 
views concerning the possibility of 
beer and wine being sold in the 
Village Center snack bar and other 
designated ar~as on campus. Their 
opinions were as follows: 
Yes, I think they should sell it. 
They should have a special place for 
it (not in the snack bar). 
Pat Van Sooy, education, Seruor 
~o.r.,l .. th~n}t i t wouldcbe ~right. I 
problems. Yes, I think they ought to sell . 
alcohol on campus. I've been to 
Kathy Fincel, elementary other campuses all around here in 
education, Senior Florida. 
At Florida Atlantic, down in 
Well, we may need more policing Boca Raton, they have a real nice 
and we may have to watch out for place where students can go to have 
drunken drivers, but I can't see any beer and everything . . They have 
reason it shouldn't be allowed. candles and things like that-a real 
nice atmosphere. I think we should 
William Hidden, commumcation -- have ·a special type of atmosphere if 
political science, Junior we are going to have beer drinking 
-on campus -- not in a place like the 
I TlilNK it would be a good cafeteria where it is loud and noisy. 
idea I think the average age on this It would have to be a nice quiet 
campus is high enough that we place where you could go to get 
could have a majority of the people away from people. 
·using it. It has been very successful 
at the University of Florida; I don't Kathy Curry, sociology, Senior 
see why i~ woulqn't be here. 
It doesn't matter to me one way 
_, Ol YAe Gther; l don' CW~ . 
" mean w~~ aJLcolle~ stuc{~~ and Terry 
__ l_think·'W~ COuRi dthitt W..'thdut any• Senior 
'Loyce, 
• • . I. ~ I 
commurucat1on, - . -i ... , 'J 1 ~ .. 1<' , ru m · 
William Martin, ~ pgp~ - - -- ?AA -
And passed papers among them and went his way. 
And many and varied 
Were the answers that were given. 
For some of his teachings had fallen among fertile minds. 
While others had fallen, flat. 
And some there were who wrote for one hour 
Others for two; ' 
But some turned away sorrowful, and many of these 
Offered up a little bull 
In hopes ofplcifying the instructor, 
And these were the ones who had not a prayer. 
And when they firushed, 
They gathered up their belongings 
And went their way quietly, each in his own direction 
And each one vowing unto himself in this manner , 
"I shall not p~ this way again.,, -
Page lo FuTUre December 1, 1972 
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'Lady Sings The Blues' 
Ineffectively Underplayed 
By Ann Sperring 
Page 11 
When Billie Holliday sang the brief scenes dealing with morp?ine Holliday's reaction, and the scene is 
blues, the emotions, frustrations withdrawal, there are few times glossed over. 
and aspirations in her voice blew when the viewer gets more than a Drugs killed Billie Holliday 
your head open. Somehow, "Lady superficial trip inside Billie professionally and spiritually, but 
Sings the Blues," the movie based Holliday. the influence is keyed down to the 
on her biography doesn't come off point you could literally miss the 
'the same way.' You expect a All the elements of a tragedy are connection. 
, , ' gu~grabbing experience and end up the~e -- the teenage rape o_f Miss There is some symbolism in the 
with a mild reaction. !foh~y when she_ was strug;::rJt;g~ movie that bears mention. The issue 
Diana Ross does a fine job of ide~ti~, -~er ~mi~g to~~ t' to of black vs. white is overplay~d or 
acting and a fair job of sounding to ~· i en~~ er a t ce~~nand underplayed at the wrong times, 
_,,,..~""--!!"'!!""', ........,,,,,... ,,, , " ~ like t~e lady jazz singer: Miss Ross ~~b~::ir:n at ~:i~se~:Ck in a and the symbolism . suffers as a 
RA y HALL, Tau Kappa Epsilon president, does some active estabh~he~ herself as bemg capa~le white world, but they never come ~esult. It wa~ a wh_1te man who 
recruiting for his fraternity's marathon car wash recently.TKE donated of dep1ctmg the depth of emotion together for any impact in this ~ntroduced MJSs Holhday to drugs, 
th tir t t th M'k v hn F d you would expect, but except for . 1t was the Ku Klux Klan that gave e en e amoun o e 1 e aug un •. movie. her the· impetus to get hooked 
B i • f I v • i • · s l i • D Billie Holliday's life was marked heavily and ultimately the white eautll u 1ct.or1an ett1ng ecor by tragedies, but the movie ~irts man's lawsthatdeniedh~rtheright ' them. Even the most dommant to return to the spotlights. But 
H• hi• h i Of N D • Th i 1theme, that of her drug addiction, again, it doesn't come together lg lg t i ew inner eatreis limited to a few ~phic scenes strong enough forsi~ific~nce. and many not-so-graphic scenes. All There are fine actmg 1obs by all. 
Once upon a time there came to 
the city of Orlando a beautiful new 
dinner theatre called cleverly 
enough - "Once Upon A Stage." 
Appropriately named it is, too-for 
once inside the main door from the 
green turfed sidewalk you are 
transported into a quaint Victorian 
courtyard of bricks, flowers and a 
very long porch, complete with an 
extension of an appealing gazebo 
(which serves practically as a ticket 
office). 
It seemed important to teli just 
how lovely this new dinner theatre 
is, in addition to reviewing a 
By Fran Elliott 
delightful version of Bill Manhofrs and II to a dense, sweet, sincere, 
tw~actor comedy "The Owl and patient girl in the third act. 
the Pussycat." Don, as Felix, is especially 
Don Atkinson and Linda Jorgens convincing in Acts I and II as an 
take you right into Felix Sherman's honest, dull but likeable literatu~~ 
(the would be writer's) cheap San lover. ~ho eventually falls to Dons 
Francisco apartment and keep you begudmg ways. 
there laughing heartily till the The plot is mostly for fun with 
"happy ending." only one serious underlying 
the message in the end which states, as 
the emotions are underplayed, as The filming was well done. The 
witnessed in Miss Holliday's music sometimes grabs you, but 
reaction to the death of her beloved there is no chance for identity nor 
mother. Because of her addiction to for catharsis. There is precious little 
drugs, Miss Holliday was too stoned chance for understanding what 
to visit her dying mother. When the "Lady Sings the Blues" really 
news of her mother's death comes, means. With all due credit to Diana 
the viewer gets a brief look at Miss Ross, the show hasn't got "soul." 
Play Tryouts Scheduled 
At Start Of Next Quarter 
Linda, as Doris W., it did in "Oedipus Rex" thousands 
prostitute neighbor "forced" by of years ago, that a person must "Right You Are If You Think for their theatre work on these 
circumstances to move in with know himself before he can know You Are" by Luigi Pirandello is productions are advised to sign up 
Sherman, is particularly believable others. Don and Linda are scheduled for production February for THA 291-01 (for acting) or 
in Act III, changing from a dense, representative of the quality of 15, 16 and 17 in the University THA 290-02 (for backstage work). -
foul-mouthed, irate girl in 'Acts I professional actors the theatre is Theatre (the renovated Science Tryouts for the next two major 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~planning to hir~ sin~ ~ey are Auditorium) under Smith's lliedreproductioMwillbehcld~ 
OPENS NIGHTS members of Actors Equity direction. There are parts for men 1the beginning of winter quarter. 
OVIEOO CHILD CARE 
& KINDERGARTEN 
3 & 4 vear-old kindergarten 
1 acre ~fenced playground 
hot lunches 
Association. and women, and auditions will be The two plays offer a number of 
Things look promising for FTU held 4 p.m. Thursday, J~n. 4, (the roles, and anyone wishing to try for 
students who want an outstanding inst day of class for wmter), and a part or work on either show may 
evening on the town. The theatre Monday, Jan. 8, in the theatre. contact the directors, Dr. Harry A. 
has informed this reviewer that Loesser and Burrows' Pulitzer Smith and Mrs. Frances Johnson. 




only get a good rate but will be Suc~ee~, 1~ Busmess W!thout Really . 
charged only half price ($4. 7 5) per Trymg, is scheduled m the theatre . 
!person Monday through Thursday. for April 4, .5, 6 and 7, with _Mrs. 
You can't beat that for a fine Johnson as dJ.rector. Tryouts will be 
dinner and show. Try it this holiday held 7 p.m. Thursday, Jan. 11, and 
PHONE 36~023 3~~·w. Broadway. OVIEDO season. . 4 p.m. Friday, Jan. 12, in AD 110. 
---~--~.iili-~.--._ ... __ .._..._ ____ _.lmll!![lllm-~_. "i Those who try out may feel free to Students - earn extra money over your Christm as break. 
Interviewer positions available from 
Dec. 15 to 20 and Jan. 14 to 20. 
Pay - $2.50 an hour. 
. ~· 
'
bring music of their choice to sing. 
Richard Schoenbaum will be the 
1production's musical director, and 
there are 10 roles for men and 12 
for women. 
Students who plan to earn credit 
Contact Dick Proctor, 339 Park 
Ave. North, Winter Park. Phone -
644-5704. 
FOR wRECK DAMAGE 
AND ALL TYPES Of' PAINT WORK ... . . 
See Fritz at 
r ,, 
OVIEDO ··aoDY. &~ ~A0INT SHOP 
365-3592 . 
Bil.LIE ROPERtS DRIVE I 
Just North of Traffic light in Oviedo 
across from Western Auto. 
NUTHIN' BUTT· 
PHONE ORDERS•• 365• 81 
~. 
Levi's for Gals 
Levi's Belts 
Brush Denims 
THE Lev rs 
® 
with tons and tons of 100% LEVI'S!!! 
Cords and Brushed Cords 
Blue Denim 
Dress and Jean knit 
SHOP 
Leathers 
@.!l many other 
styles & colors 
5043 EDGEWATER DR. 
NORTHGATEPLAZA 
CHICKEN • SHRIMP 
BAR•B•Q ···FISH •HAMBU 
THICK SHAKES 
• 
FROZEN . CUSTARD 
ER .. 
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Winter VC Activities Set 
By Beth Weilenman 
wil1 conduct candlemaking classes 
at 7 p.m. in VC 219, every 
Wednesday night. A pool 
tournament is slated .January 31 to 
February 2. 
Kreskin ·and John Hartford were on "Politics and the Military," and clean-shaven Jan. 15 to 17, with 
two of the most successful evening Chris Swansen will perform the growing period January 18 to 
performances this year, according February 13 at 8 p.m. in the VCAR March 5. Deadline for the College 
to Debbie Wheatley, Village Center on his MOOG synthesizer. Bowl is January 22 and the Bowl 
Program director, while Albert Village Center will · sponsor competition will b~ from January 
Brooks definitely was the most another play, a student-written 29 to February 2 and from Displays in the Art Gallery 
succe~ful daytime program. p~duction "How t~ ~~il at Life February 5 to February 9. A include sculpture by Mark Lynch 
The mentalist Kreskin and Without Really Trymg, February billiards and chess tournament will January 1 to 26, and etchings, 
musician Hartford both dre·~i more 22, 23 and 24. Tryouts are January b h Jd J 24 t J 26 drawings and paintings by Maury 
than 1,000 persons during their 8, 9 and 10. at 4 p.m. in the VCAR. e e anuary 0 anuary ' J 29 F b 23 Th ~ n· 'd t• f and January 24 to March 7, the VC Hurt, anuary to e ruary . performances, while Br~s e wave 1~ pro ucwn o~,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 
entertained 600 during the day. Mark Twain's "Diary of Adam an~ 
ANALYZING the rest of the Eve,'" will be in the VC 
quarter's programs, Miss Wheatley February 5 at 8 p.m. 
said, "About everything this COMPETITION and skills co.me 
quarter went really well except for into play with a bridge tournament 
JFK," referring to Jeremiah Collins' January 11. Signup for a mustache 
character portrayal of the late contest-contestants must be 
President which was attended by .------------
only 50 persons. ~ VOLKSWAGEN 
"People who attended Lowell I 
Dodge really got a lot out of the 
program, and of course the play, 
"Charlie Brown," was succe~ful. 
The movies went really well, and 
the arts and crafts fair was 
exceptional," she said. 
The VC budget, which like other 
FTU activities funds programs, was 
cut 20 per cent because enrollment 
. was 20 per cent below 
expectations. Miss Wheatley said 
the budget cut would particularly 
hurt spring quarter, and the 
daytime projects may be fewer in 
number since evening performances1 
have appeared to be more popular . . 
THE tentative activities for next 
quarter have been scheduled. 
Movies for next quarter are 
"Boston Strangler," January· 5 and 
6; "Owl and the Pussycat, January 
10, 12 and 13; "Beckett," January 
17, 18, 20; "I Never Sang For My 
Father," January 24, 25, .27; 
"Reefer Madne~," January 31, 
February 1, 3; "Straw Dogs," / 
February 7, 9, 10; "Little Fau~ 
and Big Halsey/' February 14, 15, 
16; and "Hello, Dolly," February ! 
28, March 2, 3. . 
The Ingmar Bergman class also 
RIDES AGAIN 
66 Karmann Ghia 
Stk. No. 2569-2. Convertible. 
Light Blue. Radio. Heater. 
$895 
69BMW1600 
Stk. No. 1827. 2 Dr. Sedan. 
Tan. Air Conditioned. 
$1995 
71 Datsun 240Z 
Stk. No. 9044-1. Ameriean Mags. 




Stk. No. 2011. Workman's 
Special Good Second Cai. 
$495 
70VW 
Stk. No. 2014. 4 speed. On 




will have movies, which will be 6-363 E. Colonial 277-7220 
PART•TIME 
CONSIDER THE ADV ANT AGES OF WORKING 
PART-TIME WITH UNITED PARCEL SERVICE 
As an equal opportunity employer we offer: 
• CAREER OPPORTUNITIES AFTER GRADUATION 
• STEADY EMPLOYMENT 
• 5 DAY WORK WEEK (MON.-FRI.) 
• $3.32 PER HOUR TO ST ART 
• $3.47 PER HOUR AFTER 30 WORKDAYS 
• $3.57 PER HOUR AFTER 60 WORK DAYS 
• PAID VACATION AND HOLIDAYS 
• UPS THRIFT PLAN (PROFIT SHARING) 
Applicants should be in excellent physical condition 
able to load, unload and sort packages weighing up 
to 50 lbs. 
Part-time work is available during the following hours: 
• 3:30 a.m. to 7:30 a.m. 
• 12:00 noon to 3:30 p.m. 
• 11:00 p.m. to 2:30 a.m. 
. Apply in person at 6127 Anno Ave., Orlando 32809 
between the hours l :30 and 5:30 p.m. Monday 
through Thursday. If veteran bring service form 
DD214. 
open to students who are not .__J•u•st•%•'4•M•ile-Eas•t•o•f•4•36··---
taking the Bergman clas.s. Series • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •·• e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
movies include "The Magician," : 
January 16· "All These Women" • 
January 23; "Through a Gia~ : · 
Darkly," January 30; "Winter • 
Light,>' February 6; "The Silence, : 
February 13· "The Touch" • 
February 20; "'Smile of Sumrn~r 
Night," February 27. 
BROWNSVILLE Station will 
perform January 19 at 8: 30 p.m. in 
the Village Center Assembly Room. 
Margaret Mead is scheduled for 11 
a.m. January 23 in the VCAR. Neil 
Sheehan, as.sociated with the 
Pentagon Papers release, will speak 




FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT (DEC. I & 2) 
8:30 p.1111. 
ADMISSION ........ so; 
VC ASSEMBLY ROOM 
Adolph Hitler, never in his 




A long with the continuation of lllra1111urals and -xtra111urals 
Varsil.Y Basketball Wrestling and Baseball will begin next 
quarter. The abundance of sports events will place a bind 
on the now s1111all sports staff. If you would like to be a part 
of this excitement and gain so1111e valuable experience and 
mone.y on the side stop b_y the FuTUre in Librar_y 213 or call 
2606 and leave _your name. 







The non-clogging technical fountain 
pen which uses writing or India dJaw-
ing ink, unrivalled in quality. Can 
be used for d!awing , general writing, 
lettering, commercial art work, music 
writing and arranging and is also 
suited fot making carbon copies. Each 
pen, with gold trim, has its own built-in 
filling system and is equipped with 
quality pocket clip. 
Koh-I-Noor 
Acetograph Sets 
Universal model made from materials 
which are acid-resistant - can be 
used· for both Koh-I-Noor Acetate 
Inks and Drawing Inks. 
.4 Drawing Point Section Set 
! 
One each of 00, 0, 1 and 2 point 




These precision l{apidoguides by 
Kon-I-Noor are designed for use 
with Rapidograph and Acetograph 
technical fo untain pens. The 
guides are made with eUevated 
metal rails for fast lettering. 
According to size 
$3.25 tp $9.00 each 
Pelikan Waterproof : 
Drawing Inks 
Waterproof, mix 'with each other 
and with watercolors for washes. 
Inks flow freely and do not dry 
in the ruling pen; finest lines 
without breaks or runs. Can be 
erased; excellent for reproduction. 
1 fl. oz. bottle 75 cents 
CHICKWITH george 
tlstuart 
133 East ROBINSON ORLANDO, FLA. 
.. 
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Cagers Open With Biscayne Game 
Gene "Torchy" Clark sends the 
Florida Tech Knights into action 
again tonight after opening the 
1972-73 campaign last evening at 
Florida Bible College. 
Tonight the Florida Tech cagers and will rate the favorite role again college ace Butch Taylor, a 6-10 
are slated to face an always tough this year with an advantage in size giant, and you have the basis for 
Bi'scayne College quintet in Miami. and experience. the 15th-ranked team in the nation. 
tournament at Racine College on 
Dec. 21-22. Other teams in the 
tourney are Racine, Texas College 
and Elmhurst College. Last season in Knights surprised the December 5 finds the Knights A ft er the battle with 
Bobcats by a 73-60 count at the traveling to Jacksonville for a clash Jacksonville, the Knights return 
Lake Highland Prep gym. with the nationally ranked home to meet the University of 
Coach Clark will choose the 
starting five from the most talented 
crop of floor stars that have ever 
worn a Florida Tech uniform. 
Returning from last year are Mike 
Clark, all time FTU scoring leader, 
Zettie McCrimon, Pete Haas, Eddie 
Fluitt, Dan Rice. and Jeff 
Kernaghan. Several standout 
newcomers will be gracing the 
starting lineup when Coach Clark 
makes his final choices. Among the 
new Knights are freshmen Don 
Sisemore, Willy Belotte, Steve 
Armitage, sophomore Tom Clark; 
and juniors Angelo Callins, Arnett 
Hall, Bob Jones and John Smith. 
Biscayne will return eight Dolphins. Coach Tom Wasdin South Florida in their home 
~
ettermen including three starters. expects to improve on his excellent opener. South Florida inflicted a 
The three returning regulars are 6-4 22-4 record of last year and most of stinging 115-96 loss upon the 
senior David Lawyer (18.9 ppg), that expectation is based on the Knights in the season finale last 
6-2 senior Jim McCloud (18ppg) tremendous freshman team of last year. 
and senior Rick Haas (12ppg). This season which included six former South Florida will bring a strong 
.~ • .''~·~'"""·-"""'' .,...trio led the Bobcats to a 17-10 Prep All-Americans. club to battle the Knights at Lake 
season record and a runner-up spot The "bi~ three'' from last year's Highland Prep. Among the top 
in the South Atlantic Regional cagers are 6-8 junior Steve 
NCAA playoffs. ·1 Steinberg, 6-9 senior Fred Gibbs 
After the meeting with Biscayne and 6-6 senior Ike Robinson. 
the Knights will return northward The Knights also have away 
to face Palm Beach Atlantic ·games with St. Leo College on Dec. 
University tomorrow night i~ West 12 and Lake Forest College Dec. 19 
Palm Beach. Florida Tech won both before taking part in a holiday 
TORCaY CLARK meetings from Palm Beach last year 
"MR. COLOR TV" 
~ • TV • STEREO • RADIOS • TAPE RECORDERS :c' 
- • RECORDS • TAPES • SERVICE • RENTALS 
* 1033 N. MILLS *WINTER PARK MALL 
* "Melody Corner'1 8~ 
-----11Prs--a·na-1Tc0Ros--~---
AT DISCOUNT PRICES 
Central Florida's Largest Compact 
SELECTION 
SONY - PANASONIC - ELECTROPHONIC 
RCA - SYLVANIA - SANYO 
CRAIG - MASTERWORKS 
.Tough Schedule Faces 
Grapplers Over Holiday 
MIKE CLARK 
By Fred Cay 
FTU's fledgling wrestling squad As if that's not enough, the 
freshmam - team are all from travels to Atlanta today to face the Knights face a killer schedule over 
Pennsylvania. The trio are 6-5 best in the Southeast just one week the holidays, taking on four teams 
Henry Williams, 6-8 Shawn after taking on the top amateurs in in a seven-day span, Dec. 9-15 . 
Leftwich and 6-3 Ricky Coleman. the nation in last week's Southern Saturday, Dec. 9, is the year's first 
Add to this Gulf Coast · junior Open. home match, a tri-meet with 
A Bl --------------.... Auburn and Chattanooga at 2 p.m. 
Merrill's Men's Wear Factory Outlet 647-1108 
807 W. Fairbanks -Across from Holler Chevrolet-
Double Knit Trousers Designers Ties 
Values to $29.95, priced from $12.95 Values to $9.50, priced from $4.98 
Men's Dress or Sport Shirts Belts 
Values to $14.00, priced from $4.98 Values to $8.50, priced $3.98 - $4.98 
in the Village Center. 
Coach Gerry Gergley plans to 
take his entire team with him to 
this week's test, the Georgia Tech 
Invitational, an event held for all 
Southeastern universities. 
Last week the team was split 
between_ the Southern Open and 
Saturday's Brevard Open. All FTU 
representatives took trophies in the 
Brevard competition. Nobody from 
FTU made it to the finals of the 
(Continued on Page 15) 
OBLIYIATION IY & Y 
PO.STER.& MEN'S SHIRT.S 
PIPES WOMEN'.S TOP.S 
~= 
INCEN.SE ·--·<':~ .. ,~. TURKl.SH CLOTHING 
PAPER.S 
LEATHER GOOD.S 
H 2 0 BEDS ' 





538 Park Ave. So. & Fairbanks 
Winter Park, Fla. 
. .. MEXICAN CLOTHING 
CORD.S & JEAN.S 
.STERLING & GOLD 
~· :.I. •• • 
.. ~" . }- . :. 1:· 
MIND & ;~BODY" 
Obliviation V 
Pine Hills Shopping Center Arcade 
Pine Hills, Fla. 
'*'--· 
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't.:t.~B.; 
President Millican and Dean C. C. Miller receive cheerleader Caroline Kerow, left, and an FTU 
first basketball and wrestling season tickets from Wrestlerette. (Photo by Pete Wilcox) 
December 1, 1972 
Intercollegiate Ath letics1 
. . 
To Sell Faculty Ducats 
Intercollegiate Athletics 
announces a special family plan for 
those faculty-staff members who 
desire to attend athletic events for 
the 1972-73 basketball and 
wrestling seasons. 
The ticket, which sells for $10, 
permits the faculty or staff member 
to take his entire family to all of 
the 14 home basketball games and 
the eight home wrestling matches. 
The plan offers a tremendous 
non-Florida Tech students and 50 
cents for children. A season 
basketball ticket for adults is $20. 
Adult single match tickets for 
wrestling are $1.50 while 
non-Florida Tech students are 
charged $1 and children 50 cents. 
The season adult wrestling ticket 
sells for $10. 
All Florida Tech students are 
admitted free to basketball and 
wrestling events. 
saving since single game tickets for Tickets can be purchased at the 
------------------------- --------------,basketball are $2 for adults. $1 for Athletic Office located in CB 329. 
The FTU's women's volleyball 
team placed fourth in the senior 
division of the state volleyball 
$155. Yellow 
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Fla. Tech Archers Clean Up 
Southeast Regional Shootout 
The Southeastern Regional 
Archery Tournament was held at 
Florida Tech November 18, and 
Fl'U proved to be a rude host, 
winning top honors in six of the 
seven categories. 
The only class Fl'U failed to win 
was in the women's barebow and 
that was simply because no FTU 
woman areher competed in that 
event. 
FTU's Tom Page had no 
problem taking the men's barebow 
event, winning by 130 points over 
his nearest competitor. 
It was in the freestyle events 
that FTU really scored high. This in 
itself is an excellent tribute to 
archery coach Lee McDonald. 
McDonald is a representative of one 
of the leading archery supply 
manufacturers in the South. 
McDonald. himself helped design 
the sights manufactured by the 
company, and it is in freestyle 
archery that a sight is used. 
McDonald's knowledge of sights in 
particular and archery in general is 
a good reason for FTU's archery 
success to date. 
In the women's freestyle, FTU 
swept the top three places. 
Lyvonne Harvey took top honors 
with 1239 points, followed by 
Dena Pickens with 1233. 
Incidentally the points are 
scored in two ways. First there is 
the NAA (National Archery 
·Association) 900. The NAA 900 
involves shooting 30 arrows from 
60, 50 and 40-yards at a 
14~centimeter target. The target is 
broken up into 10 scoring areas WOMEN'S BAREBOW 
(from 10 to one point). . 
The other method of scoring is 1. Tma Re~d, Stetson 
. 2. Pam Wright, DBCC 
the FITA (Federal International 3. Linda Grimbly Florida 
Target Association). This involves , ' 
shooting 30 arrows from 50 and 30 MEN S BAREBOW 
meters at a SO-centimeter target. In 1. Tom Page, FTU 
this target the gold area (bullseye) 2. Tom Kwader, FSU 
is broken up into two different WOMEN'S FREESTYLE 
scoring areas. Both the NAA 900 
and the FITA are used in the Men's 
and Women's barebow and freestyle 
shooting. The FIT A scoring is only 
incorporated in the women's and 
men,s team results and the NAA 
scoring is used only in the mixed 
team results. 
FTU's Sam Reyna captured first 
1. Lyvonne Harvey, FTU 
2. Dena Pickens, FTU 
3. Sharon Merrill, Stetson 
MEN'S FREESTYLE 
1. Sam Reyna, FTU 
2. Dan Hart, Florida 
3. Bob Kelly, FTU 
WOMEN'S TEAM 
place in the men's freestyle scoring L FTU 
1,239 points. Reyna first beame Lyvonne Harvey 
Dena Pickens 
interested in archery as a result of Ann Kennedy 
his bow hunting exploits. Reyna, Total 
along with Dena Pie.kens and 2. Stetson . 
Lyvonne Harvey, got their first Sharon M~mll 
t st f tit. h h'l Betty Smith a e o compe ive arc ery w 1 e Ann Osborn 
students at Brevard CC. Total 
FTU's Harvey, Pickens and Ann 3. Brevard CC 
Kennedy teamed up to handily win Lynette ~offett 
, Becky Chipps 
the women s team class over Margaret Porknory 
Stetson and Brevard. The men's Total 
team of Reyna, Bob Kelly and Jeff MEN'S TEAM 
Morton also won their team event. 
In the mixed team results (top 1. ~~~ Reyna 
two men and top two women), Bob Kelly 
FTU's Reyna, Kelly, Pickens and Jeff Morton 
Harvey joined forces to score 2,933 To~al 
Points for a new Florida state 2. Florida Dan Hart 
record. Butch Chailon 
Steve Proctor 
Bob Kelley placed third in the Total 
men's freestyle shooting scoring 3. Brevard CC 














THE SOUTHEASTERN Regional archery tournament was held 
November 18 at the FTU intramural fields. Here a flock of archers 
finish the day's match with their final shots. FTU's archery squad 
~f~ copped six of the tournament's seven categories. 
365-----------------------------------------------~· 
1405 23, FS&S~ TKE Take Titles 489 
:1~ Surprising 23 fought its way into 
1336 the finals of men's intramural 
. volleyball against Tau Kappa 
232 Epsilon with a two-game sweep 
I~~ over Faculty-Staff and Students 
756 Tuesday afternoon. 
23, champ of the independent 
Gold League, won both contests of 
608 the match by narrow two-point 
5 13 margins, 16-14 and 17-15. FS&S, 
532 Black League ill'St-place finisher, 
1653 was at a disadvantage as several 
5-0, played for the championship of 
women's football Wednesday 
afternoon. 
Deadline for fraternities to sign 
up for intramural basketball is Dec. 
4. For independents the date is Jan. 
15. 
Ken Renner and Lucia Turnbull 
won the coed tennis doubles 
tournament with a 6-3, 6-4 straight 
sets win over Barry Siebert and Jo 
McLemore. 
starters- failed to show and they.------------... 
;~l actually started play while one man 
532 short. TKE- and 23 played for the 
1597 championship Wednesday night. 
TKE, FS&S and 23 all went 
1~~ through their respective leagues 
407 undefeated. 
1341 Tri-Delta and Immortals, both 
Wrestling 
(Continued from Page 13) 
GREAT EXPECTATIONS 
Chattanooga-based Southern Open, 
but it must be realized that the 
nation's host, most experienced 
,..--~--------~-=---, amateur grapplers provided the 
~ - A ttentionl t ;~~J::~~~. for FTU's relatively 
A Unique Boutique For Men & Women 
140 W. Fairbanks 
Winter Park 
NORM & MILLIE'S 
The Deli 
1881 W. FAIRBANKS WINTER PARK 647-9383 
• EAT IN or TAKE OUT • 
KOSHER DELICATESSEN - SMOKED & PICKLED FISH 
Millie's Home Style Cooking featuring 
Friday "Traditional" Dinner - Kishka to Compote 




f f "We did well, considering our 
N d I • i inexperience," said Gergley. "We v ee epo1nters' lack strength and maturity and the 
l f big schools beat us on that. They 
r .. didn't know more wrestling but 
• f they're older." 
r F. T .U. SEAL KIT some of the "big schools" 
t 18"x18" Hand Painted Canvas and Persian Yarn f included perennial NCAA 
- $1,.95 PPd. plus 4 percent Sales Tax In Fla. ' powerhouses Oklahoma State, 
t RUTH-LEEN CUSTOM NEEDLEPOINT ' Oklahoma and Iowa. 
, P.O. Box .120 Deltona, Fla. 32763 I John Theders and Sam Williams, .. -----~--------- -~--._ ______ .... ______________ .._ .... both 150-pounders and maybe the 
Candles home made, make excellent gifts 
Cundles for ull occasions featuri·ng 
"Coquina Sandcast Candles" 
Candle-making supplies 
Many gift items 
Beautiful selction of Holiday candles and 
· ~oliday candle rings to decorate. 
180 Park Ave. N. 
Winter Park 
two best athletes on the squad, last 
i to the two guys that wound up in 
the finals of that class. 
Williams won his first match of 
the tourney, an 8-2 decision over 
John Maloney of Loyola. . 
John Rouse, last year's 
heavyweight but this year's 
assistant to Gergley, was pinned by 
massive Chris Taylor of Iowa. This 
marks the second time Rouse has 
faced the 420-lb. NCAA champ. 
Rouse has the distinction of being 
the only one to take down Taylor 
in last June's Olympic trials. Big 
John won his initial match, also, 
pinning Roger Roush of Southern 
Missouri. 
Scott Sherman, a 126-pounder, 
also claimed a first-round win for 
the Knights with an 8-0 decision 
~--------B~A~R-N·E~- -T·T--8-A-N·K--------~~~~~~~~~~~ Heavyweight Dominick 
Mandicott and 165-pounder Ted 
FREE CHECKl.NG Wansley finished first in their divisions in the Brevard tourney. 
Elio Junco took a second in the 
DOWNTOWN WINTER PARK EAST ORLANDO 
155-lb. class, losing to last year's 
collegiate state champ in the finals. 
Pete Berkery, an FTU student 
though not a team member, also 
took a second in the unlimited 
division while Randy Jessee wounq 
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS 17-92 at LEE ROAD up third to make it a clean sweep of 
;~~~~=~:!:!:===~~~===~~:-=l~~~~~i:ii:ii:i~~:=:~W:E:S:T:O:RL~AND~::o~===~~~===~ the heavyweight class. 
---;;_SOLUTELY o~....,,,.,,~EiRTHRAGs &1.EaTHER ! 
1974 WEST FAIRBANKS AYE. 
TEENY• BOPPERS ~ WINTER PARK, FLA. .:::0
17
_
92 I SPECIALIZING IN DOMESTIC 645-2266 
U WATER BEAN BAG & 
BEDS CH.A.I RS IMPORTED C OTHES 
ALLO.WEDI 
...... ...:~~ ......... ~~ ......... ~....,,,.,,:... ...... ~....,,,.,, ........ ~~ ...... ..:~·~~~m?~Qlll· 
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~ We Have the i 
I Largest Student Quarters Available Now! I 
= N W •t• I = ~ . . 0 QI 1ng. §§ - -= = - --= = - -ii ALL BRAND NEW i - -- --,..... ,..... -- -- -- -- -- -
·I QijI\1ERgI!JZY i . 
- -- -- -- -- -
I f\Ff\R.!JIME mg · 1 
- -- -...., - -- ---- -- -i Directly Opposite Main Entrance FTU ~ 
i PHO~E(aOS) 273-2720 i 
~ . 831- 12 2 2 § 
i l Bedroom Furnished Apartment $90 A MONTH EAcH PERsoN. BAsEo ~ 
~ ON 2 OCCUPANTS PER APARTMENT § 
- -- --- -== = 
~ ~ 2 Bedroom Furnished Apartment $70 AMoNTHEAcHPERsoN,BASEoi 
§ - ON 4 OCCUPANTS PER APA.RTMENT. § 
~ ****************************************~ - -
~ * SWIMMING POOL (THE ONLY ONE IN THE AREA) ~ 
.- -
5 * SPECIAL 12 MONTH PLAN 55 = -
~ *TRASH REMOVAL, SEWER & WATER INCLUDED ~ 
- = 5 * NO LEASES · . ~ · - = 5 *ALL RENTS DUE IN ADVANCE ON THE 1st 5 - . -
~ * ·COIN LAUNDRY & PAY PHONE ON PREMISES ~ 
~ · * CENTRAL HEAT AND AIR CONDITIONING ~ - ---- -- -
~ THESE APARTMENTS HAVE NO ~ · - -- --,,..,... _ 
~ CONNECTIONS WITH ANY OTHER ~ - -- --...... - -
. ~ BUILDINGS IN THE AREA ~ - --- --- -
~ FOR RENT A.LS TALK TO ~ - -- --- --- ~~ W. M. LYNCH OWNER/MANAGER ~ · 
= ~·· = 
~ MAIN OFFICE: 12017 SOLON DRIVE, ORLANDO, FLORIDA ~ - -
